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Routing in multi-hop wireless network has been studied exten-
sively. Most of the previous studies employ the same strategy 
as routing in wired network where a single best path is chosen 
to deliver the data packets from the source to the destination. 
Recently, the idea of opportunistic routing has been proposed. 
This schcme differs from traditional unicast routing mainly in 
next-hop selection. Instead of selecting a predefined next-hop, it 
selects multiple potential forwarders. Any one of the forwarders 
receiving the transmission successfully can relay the packet to 
the destination. The main focus of recent studies of opportunis-
tic routing is the design of opportunistic routing protocol and 
how to implement them practically. There is no comprehensive 
analysis of opportunistic routing strategy. In addition, we also 
observe that existing opportunistic routing schemes fail to utilize 
all of the potential forwarders due to coordination overhead. 
In this thesis, we carry out a comprehensive study of the 
performance gain of opportunistic routing in multi-hop wireless 
networks. W e derive an analytical model to quantify the per-
forniaiice of opportunistic routing in different network configu-
rations, radio propagation environments and network loadings. 
W e also study the potential benefits of using directional antenna 
i 
ill opportunistic routing. One of the key results is that we dis-
cover the performance gain of opportunistic routing critically 
depends on its ability to utilize the numerous distant forwarders 
with low reception rates. However it is often ignored in existing 
opportunistic routing protocols. 
Motivated by the above findings, we present the Tliresholc-
based Opportunistic Routing Protocol (TORP) in the second 
part of this thesis. In contrast to other opportunistic routing 
protocols, it uses threshold-based and non-priority-based for-
warding to eliminate the tight coordination between forwarders. 
This facilitates the use of a large number of distant forwarders 
to exploit the full potential of opportunistic routing. Our simu-
lation results show that T O R P significantly reduces the average 
end-to-end delay at the expense of a marginal increase in tota. 
number of transmissions. 
W e hope the work in this thesis can provide guidelines and 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction / Motivation 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
Routing in multi-hop wireless network has been widely studied 
in many aspects. Many ad-hoc routing protocol like A O D V [1 
and D S R [2] are designed to solve the unique issues of routing in 
wireless networks, e.g. route discovery, route maintenance and 
failure recovery. In most prior studies, wired models are used in 
routing algorithms. However, there are important differences be-
tween wireless and wired communications. In wireless networks, 
the sender does not have to select the destination node specifi-
cally. Due to the broadcast nature of wireless medium, neighbors 
of the sender have a chance to decode the same transmission cor-
rectly. This is obviously a great advantage in broadcast as only 
one or few transmission(s) are needed. But for unicast routing, 
the broadcast nature creates extra interference to other flows in 
the network which is undesirable. Most of the existing ad-hoc 
routing protocols ignore this cffcct and use a link to indicate 
the connection between two nodes. Although, they work well in 
many scenarios, they are not able to fully exploit the potential, 
namely the broadcast nature of per-hop forwarding in wireless 
networks. 
A new type of routing protocol called opportunistic routing, 
which turns the broadcast nature into an advantage, have been 
1 
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Figure 1.1: A motivating example 
proposed recently. Opportunistic routing exploits the broadcast 
nature and high node density of multi-hop wireless network by 
selecting multiple next-hop forwarders. After a transmission, 
the nodes receive the packet will communicate among them-
selves and decide which node is the best to relay the packet to 
the destination. All other recipients will discard the packet to 
prevent duplicated forwarding. 
A motivating example is given in Fig 1.1. In this figure, there 
are four nodes S, A, B and D, S is the source node and D is the 
destination node. The numbers near the links between them 
indicate the packet reception probabilities between each pair of 
nodes. For unicast routing, S will choose the shortest path to 
D, therefore it preselects A as its next-hop and sends the packet 
to A. Similarly, A chooses B as its next-hop. Therefore, the 
best path to deliver a packet from S to D is S-A-B-D with E T X 
(Expected number of transmission count ) [3] equals to 3.75. In 
the case of opportunistic routing, both node A and B will be 
chosen as the potential forwarders of S. When S broadcasts its 
packets, node A and B have certain probabilities to receive the 
sender's packets. Notice that node B is closer to node D. If both 
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of them decode the same packet correctly, node B is preferrec. 
to relay the packet to D. On the other hand, if only node A 
receives the packet, then it will relay the packet for S. Using op-
portunistic routing, the E T X from S to D is 2.8498 only. From 
the above example, it can be observed that unlike unicast rout-
ing, opportunistic routing takes advantage of the opportunistic 
receptions of potential forwarders by delaying the selection o:: 
the next-hop after the transmission. This reduces the number 
of retransmissions needed and allows the use of distant nodes 
with good progress but low reception rate. As a result, the tota… 
number of transmissions required to deliver a packet from the 
source to the destination is less than its unicast counterpart. 
In this thesis, we will study opportunistic routing in various 
aspects. This thesis consists of two major parts. In the first part 
of the thesis, we will analyze the performance of opportunistic 
routing in networks under different system configurations and 
diverse radio propagation environments. The model is also ex-
tended to investigate the performance of the combined use of 
directional antenna with opportunistic routing. W e also study 
the effect of interference on the performance gain of opportunis-
tic routing. In the second part of the thesis, we present a new 
opportunistic routing protocol, T O R P which is designed based 
on the findings in the first part. The performance of this rout-
ing protocol will be evaluated and compared to some existing 
routing schemes. 
1.2 Performance Analysis of Opportunistic 
Routing in Multi-hop Wireless Network 
Many opportunistic routing protocols, [4] [5] [6] and [7] has been 
proposed recently. Their primary focuses are to develop differ-
ent techniques to solve the challenges in opportunistic routing, 
like deciding the best node to relay the packet and suppressing 
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unwanted duplicates. They evaluate the performance of the pro-
tocols through simulations and empirical measurements. There 
is a lack of systematic studies of the performance of opportunis-
tic routing in various scenarios. 
A few analyses of opportunistic routing, including [8] and [9 
have been done recently. However, they consider determinis-
tic channel models in their studies. Notice that the key of the 
performance of opportunistic routing is to accumulate the con-
tributions of those long wireless links which have large for ware, 
progress but with low reception rates. As a result, those mod-
els are unable to capture and study the actual performance and 
behavior of opportunistic routing. 
In Chapter 3, we derive an analytical model to evaluate the 
expected progress per transmission of opportunistic routing in 
multi-hop wireless networks. The model facilitates the analysis 
of the efficiency of opportunistic routing under different sys-
tem configurations and radio propagation environments. For 
example, by incorporating our model with channel models like 
.ognormal shadowing and Rayleigh fading model, we can study 
the potential performance gain of opportunistic routing in di-
verse radio propagation environments. Other factors affecting 
the performance of opportunistic routing can also be analyzec. 
by varying the system parameters like path-loss, transmission 
power and node density. Besides quantifying the performance 
gain of opportunistic routing, the results also shed insights for 
the design of opportunistic routing protocols. 
Most of the existing work focuses on the study of opportunis-
tic routing in wireless networks using omni-directional antennas. 
The performance of using opportunistic routing in network with 
directional antenna is still unknown to our best knowledge of 
understanding. Results in Chapter 3 reveal the potential bene-
fits of the combined use of directional antenna and opportunistic 
routing in multi-hop wireless networks. It demonstrates that the 
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major forwarders usually have small angular displacements from 
the destination direction. The use of high gain antenna with 
smaller beamwidth boosts the reception rates of the nodes who 
often participate in actual forwarding which in turn, increases 
the expected progress per transmission of opportunistic routing. 
The above intuition motivates us to study the combined use o:: 
directional antennas and opportunistic routing. 
In Chapter 4. we modified the analytical model in the Chap-
ter 3 and study the performance of applying directional antenna 
in opportunistic routing. Chapter 4 can be divided into two 
parts. In the first part of the study, we identify the scenarios 
in which the use of directional antenna can significantly pro-
vide further performance gain to opportunistic routing. The 
importance of the antenna direction and beamwidth to the per-
formance gain of opportunistic routing has also been analyzed. 
The second part of Chapter 4 mainly focuses on maximizing 
the performance gain of opportunistic routing by adjusting the 
antenna parameters if additional neighborhood information is 
given. W e present algorithms with different time complexity 
and performance to determine the optimal antenna beamwidths 
and directions. 
In Chapter 5, we extend our analysis of opportunistic rout-
ing to networks under different traffic conditions. W e modify 
the models in Chapter 3 to capture the effect of interference 
and evaluate the performance of opportunistic routing through 
simulations. The behavior of opportunistic routing with or with-
out C S M A / C A protocol and under different level of interference 
is explored. 
1.3 Opportunistic Routing Protocol Design 
The analysis in the Chapter 3 reveals that the key of the perfor-
mance of opportunistic routing critically depends on its ability 
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to utilize the distant forwarders with large progress but low re-
ception rates. Although many opportunistic routing protocols 
lave been proposed, none of them can fully apply all available 
forwarders. The main reason is that they often employ tight 
coordination among the potential forwarders to prevent dupli-
cates and unnecessary retransmissions. With regards to this, 
in Chapter 6, we propose a distributed, Threshold-based Op-
portunistic Routing Protocol, T〇RP‘ The main idea of T O R P 
is to compute the forwarding set ^  and the remaining progress 
2 to the destination for all nodes in a distributive manner with 
local neigborhood information. This allows the sender to implic-
itly select the potential forwarders by computing the forwarding 
threshold based on above information. After the source trans-
mits, only the nodes with number of transmissions required to 
deliver a packet to the destination smaller than the threshold 
indicated in the packet header will relay the packet. Using this 
technique, no forwarding list is required to be explicitly defined, 
in the packet header and thus the protocol can support a large 
number of potential forwarders, including those without direct 
control messages exchange with the source node. Additionally, 
the protocol has low control message overhead and low imple-
mentation complexity. The absent of acknowledgements in inter-
mediate nodes ensures that the protocol can function properly 
in networks with directional antennas as weL. 
1.4 Chapter Summary 
In summary, the major contributions of this thesis include: 
• An analytical model is derived to allow the study of the 
^The forwarding set is the set which contains all the potential forwarders selected by 
the transmitter. Any node which is inside the forwarding set and receives the transmitted 
packet may forward the packet to the destination. 
^The remaining progress measures the proximity or the remaining 'cost' required to 
deliver a packet to the destination. 
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efficiency of opportunistic routing in wireless network un-
der diverse propagation environments and different system 
configurations. The computed results serve as an upper 
bound to quantify the performance gain of opportunistic 
routing in various scenarios. In addition, the results also 
shed insight for the design of opportunistic routing proto-
co.. 
• An analytical model is modified to allow the evaluation 
of the additional gain brought by directional antenna to 
opportunistic routing in multi-hop wireless network in var-
ious scenarios. Also, algorithm for the determination of the 
optimal antenna beamwidth and direction are presentee,. 
• The behavior of opportunistic routing in networks with dif-
ferent loading is studied. The effects of M A C protocols on 
the performance gain of opportunistic routing are explored. 
• An opportunistic routing protocol with threshold based 
forwarding is proposed. The proposed protocol enable us to 
utilize the numerous, long but lossy wireless links which are 
the key of the performance of opportunistic routing. The 
protocol also has low communication overhead, is highly 
scalable and supports the use of directional antennas. 
In conclusion, this thesis analyzes the performance of oppor-
tunistic routing under different environments, system settings 
and network conditions. It also presents algorithms for the de-
termination of system parameters and a new protocol designee 
for exploiting the real advantage of opportunistic routing. W e 
hope this work can provide ideas and insights for the further 
study and design of opportunistic routing protocol in multi-hop 
wireless networks. 




W e give a survey on opportunistic routing in multi-hop wire-
less networks in this chapter. In Section 2.2, the challenges of 
opportunistic routing protocol design and practical solutions of 
several existing opportunistic routing protocols will be intro-
duced. Their general ideas, representative features and limita-
tions will be discussed. Next, we present performance analysis 
of opportunistic routing, including their objectives, models, and 
assumptions. Finally, we present the previous studies about 
routing in multi-hop wireless networks with directional anten-
nas. Currently, to our best knowledge, there is no related study 
about the use of directional antennas in opportunistic routing. 
W e investigate some existing work on ad-hoc routing protocols 
to understand the impact of directional antennas on routing and 
the methodologies used to deal with the challenges. In addition, 
we also study the approaches taken by other researchers to ana-
lyze the performance of forwarding/routing schemes in networks 
with directional antennas. 
8 
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2.2 Opportunistic Routing Protocols 
In Section 2.2.1, we first introduce the challenges encountered 
during the design of opportunistic routing protocols. In Section 
2.2.2, a brief introduction of several state-of-the-art opportunis-
tic routing protocols is given. From Section 2.2.3 to 2.2.5, we 
will discuss how existing opportunistic routing protocols tackle 
the challenges discussed in Section 2.2.1. In Section 2.2.6, two 
variations of standard opportunistic routing protocols are intro-
ducec.. 
2.2.1 Challenges of the Opportunistic Routing Proto-
col Design 
The coordination between the next hop forwarders and the sender 
is crucial to the performance of opportunistic routing. In prac-
tice, only local information can be obtained. This significantly 
increases the difficulties to make optimal routing decisions. Three 
operations in opportunistic routing are crucial to its perfor-
mance. They are (1) forwarding set selection, (2) actual for-
warder determination and (3) duplicate suppression. A wel-
designed opportunistic routing protocol should address the above 
issues carefully. 
Forwarding Set Selection 
The source node executes a forwarding selection algorithm be-
fore the transmission to determine which of its neighbors wiL 
become the potential next-hop forwarders of the transmission. 
Only potential forwarders of a transmitter may relay packets 
for that transmitter. If we have the assumptions that there is 
no communication overhead and decision can be made centrally 
with perfect information, it is always desirable to use as many 
forwarders as possible. Without the constraints on the size of the 
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forwarding set, we can include a large number of distant nodes 
which have low reception rates but large forwarding progress 
in the forwarding set. The contribution of those nodes, when 
accumulated, is the same as the contribution of a node with 
high reception rates and large progress. In reality the above as-
sumptions are invalid. The communication overheads including 
control messages and packet headers increase as the number o:: 
potential forwarders grows. As a result, existing opportunistic 
routing protocols only use a small set of forwarders in order to 
avoid such problem. The source node executes a forwarding se-
lection algorithm before the transmission to determine which of 
its neighbors will become the potential next-hop forwarders of 
the transmission. 
However, the high gain of opportunistic routing critically de-
pends on the ability to utilize those numerous long but lossy 
wireless links which are unreliable and outside the carrier sens-
ing range. Exchanging of control messages with those nodes is 
both difficult and costly. The forwarders may be hidden from 
each other, which implies that exchanging of control messages 
between them requires other nodes to relay those messages. In 
addition, the advantages of using those nodes will not be obvi-
ous if they arc not used in a large amount. There arc tradeoffs 
between the expected progress which is directly related to the 
number of potential forwarders used and the amount of inter-
ference and communication overheads generated.. 
Actual Forwarder Determination 
Only after a packet has been transmitted by an upstream node 
and received by one or more downstream nodes will the actua… 
next-hop forwarder be determined. Ideally, only the recipient 
node with the lowest remaining packet delivery "cost" towards 
the destination should relay the packet. Towards this end, the 
downstream nodes that receive the packet successfully will exe-
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cute an algorithm, either in a centralized or distributed manner, 
to decide who will actually forward the packet. The rest of the 
nodes should drop it silently. As opportunistic routing is used for 
every node instead of traditional routing, Dijkstra shortest path 
algorithm which computes the shortest path cost to the desti-
nation is no longer a good estimation of the remaining progress. 
A new metric should be used to measure the remaining progress 
of opportunistic routing to avoid suboptimal routing decisions. 
Duplicated Suppression 
Unlike traditional unicast routing, opportunistic routing uses 
multiple potential forwarders i.e. next-hops instead of a single 
one. The best node which received the packet is selected to con-
tinue the forwarding process. There can be cases that more than 
one node receive the same copy of a packet for a particular trans-
mission. The routing protocol thus should be designed such that 
only the node with the best forward progress relays the packet 
while other nodes will silently discard the packet. Due to the 
diverse nature of forwarders, nodes often receive outdated infor-
mation. It is not uncommon to have simultaneous transmissions 
of the same copy of packet by multiple forwarders. Simultane-
ous transmissions may cause collisions which reduce the suc-
cessful probabilities that downstream nodes receive the relayec 
packets. Even if there is no collision caused by simultaneous 
transmissions among the set of forwarders, unnecessary trans-
missions not only consume network resources, but also introduce 
interference to other traffic flows sharing the network. 
2.2.2 Overview of Existing Opportunistic Routing Pro-
tocols 
Several existing opportunistic routing/forwarding protocols have 
been developed to address the above challenges. Examples are 
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E x O R [4,5], SDF [10], S O A R [6]，MORE [11], and G P R [7]. The 
idea of using multiple nodes in forwarding in wireless network 
is first introduced in SDF [10]. SDF delays the forwarding de-
cision until the result of the transmission is known so that the 
sender can choose the node with the best progress to forward the 
packet. E X O R (hop by hop) [4] is the first opportunistic rout-
ing protocol proposed for delivering packets for an end-to-enc. 
flow. Another source-based version has been presented in [5 . 
Observed that E x O R in [4] and [5] supports a single end-to-enc. 
flow only. S O A R [6] proposes a simple heuristic solution that a-
.ows opportunistic routing to support multiple concurrent flows. 
In [12], the authors have designed a new metric E A X which 
captures the characteristic of opportunistic routing and aid the 
computation of the forwarding set. M O R E [11] presents a M A C 
independent protocol which incorporates the concept of network 
coding in opportunistic routing. 
2.2.3 Forwarding Set Selection Algorithms 
The selection of a proper and effective set of forwarding nodes 
is complicated as different combinations of node sets will result 
in different performance, overheads, end-to-end delay and total 
number of copies generated. It is an optimization problem which 
depends on network topologies, propagation environments and 
routing protocols. Because of this, most opportunistic routing 
protocols do not discuss about how to decide the set of nodes 
participated in the transmission or just use a simple heuristic 
algorithm to prune the number of candidates. 
E X O R (hop by hop) [4] mentions that a heuristic algorithm 
is used to choose the set of participated nodes. The algorithm 
is based on the shortest path algorithm but it is not described 
in details. In E X O R (source-based) [5], before the transmission, 
an offline E x O R simulation is carried out in advance to select 
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the nodes which has at least 10% forwarding rates. It avoids 
choosing nodes which are seldom used. The E A X algorithm 
in [12] uses a simple strategy to limit the set of the nodes to 
be included during forwarding set computation. It filters out 
the nodes with lower E T X to the destination than the source. 
S O A R [6] chooses the nodes with high E T X values from the 
shortest path as it tries to prevent route diverging. G P R [7 
maintains a topology map of the candidates and chooses the 
nodes that are within an angle in the direction of the destination 
node. It does not choose nodes out of the forwarding regions to 
prevent the formation of loops. 
2.2.4 Actual Forwarder Determination 
The final challenge is to decide which node(s) should forward the 
packet among the nodes who have received the sender's packet 
in the forwarding set. In general, it is preferred to have only 
one node to forward the same packet since redundant packets 
introduce extra overheads like interference and may cause colli-
sions with adjacent transmissions. Note that although multiple 
forwarding is usually not preferred, it is not completely a disac-
vantage. The effect of having multiple copies of the same packet 
is similar to multi-path routing and can increase the probability 
that the packet arrives at the destination node. 
Most of the existing opportunistic routing protocols employ 
a priority-based forwarding mechanism. The nodes are rankec 
with metric(s) to estimate the remaining distance to the desti-
nation node. The node which has the highest priority among 
the set of nodes who receives the source's packet will forward 
the packet and inform other lower priority nodes to cancel their 
transmissions. 
E x O R [4] [5] and S O A R [6] rank the priorities of the nodes 
according to the shortest path cost to the destination using E T X 
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as the cost metric. There is a timer associated with each node. 
In order to control the nodes such that they transmit the packet 
one by one in a well scheduled manner in the order of their pri-
orities, the timeout intervals are set according to their priorities. 
The timer of the highest priority node will expire first and it then 
broadcasts the unacknowledged packets [5] or an A C K [4] [12 
to its neighbors. At the same time, lower priority nodes wiL 
isten to the transmissions of higher priority nodes and update 
the reception states in order to avoid multiple transmissions of 
the same packet. SDF [10] ranks the nodes by their forwarding 
progress since only a single hop is considerec.. 
Unlike [4] [5] and [6], a new metric, E A X , proposed in [12 
captures the total number of transmissions needed when oppor-
tunistic routing is used to deliver a packet from the current node 
to the destination node instead of unicast shortest path routing 
using E T X as metric. This is to contrast with the E T X met-
ric used in most shortest path routing. E A X provides a better 
estimation for selecting next-hop forwarders since it avoids se-
lecting nodes which are far apart and cannot be cancelled by 
ACKs or overhearing of data packets. The mechanism of de-
ciding which node to forward the source's packet is similar to 
ExOR [4]. High priority nodes send out ACKs first, followed by 
low priority nodes. Nodes will forward a packet if based on the 
information received, they are the highest priority nodes who 
receive the packet. The actual data transmission is carried out 
after the whole acknowledgement phase. 
2.2.5 Duplicate Suppression Strategies 
Two major approaches have been used to reduce the number 
of duplicates. They are transmission scheduling and mul-
tiple acknowledgements. In transmission scheduling, each 
node maintains a timer and the nodes transmit in rounds. For 
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instance, in E X O R [5] the timer in the highest priority node wil:. 
expire and this triggers the node with highest priority to trans-
mit, followed by the node with second highest priority and so 
on with little or no overlapping. If the nodes transmit in a wel. 
scheduled manner, collisions due to simultaneous transmission 
are rare. 
For multiple acknowledgements, nodes rely on the use of a 
sequence of acknowledgement packets to suppress unnecessary 
transmissions. In E X O R (hop by hop) [4] and E A X [12], nodes 
broadcast acknowledgements after receiving a packet from the 
source with different short time delays which are proportiona.. 
to their priorities. The actual data transmission is carried out 
after the whole acknowledgement phase. Nodes who receive a 
higher priority A C K will cancel its transmission and drop the re-
ceived packet. As every node who successfully receives the data 
packet from the source node sends out an A C K , the probability 
of a node hears at least an A C K given that at least one node 
with higher priority receives the packet will be greatly increased. 
With this mechanism, duplicates can be suppressed effectively. 
There is one more source-based acknowledgement strategy which 
is used in SDF [10]. In [10], the receivers do not forward the 
packet instantly. Instead, it sends back an A C K back to the 
source node and waits for the response from the source node. 
The source node after collecting the ACKs from the receivers, 
determines which node is the best to forward the packet anc. 
triggers the transmission by sending a signaling packet. 
An important technique called robust acknowledgment is used 
in [5] and [6] to allow a single A C K to indicate the reception 
state of multiple packets. E x O R (source-based) [5] transmits 
the packets in a batch. It stores the batch maps in the packet 
headers such that when a node receives a batch map, it is able to 
update the reception states of ALL packets in the same batch. 
S O A R [6] uses A C K compression technique which delay the 
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transmission of an A C K to see if several ACKs can be com-
bined together or even piggyback to the previous hop in data 
packet. Both strategies can effectively reduce the overheads in 
acknowledgements. 
2.2.6 Variations of Opportunistic Routing Protocols 
M O R E [11] combines the concept of opportunistic routing with 
network coding. One of the main disadvantages of opportunistic 
routing protocols is that they often require the modification of 
common M A C protocols. M O R E is distinguished from previous 
work and is M A C independent. It provides a clear separation 
between network and M A C layers. By randomly mixing its pack-
ets before forwarding them, it proves that the probability that 
two nodes forward the same packet is exponentially low. This 
eliminates the need of schedulers and allows the use of IEEE 
802.11 M A C protocol in transmissions. 
M C E x O R [13] presents a multi-channel version of the E x O R 
protocol in [4]. One of the main reasons of the poor perfor-
mance in multi-hop routing is the inter/intra hop interference 
introduced. The use of multiple channels reduces the impact of 
this problem. M C E x O R decouples the channel assignment from 
routing to reduce the complexity of the problem. 
2.3 Performance Evaluation and Analysis of 
Opportunistic Routing 
Existing work mainly focuses on designing practical opportunis-
tic routing protocols. Most work verifies the performance of 
their protocols through simulations in a few particular scenar-
ios [10] [4] [6] or empirical measurements [5]. Their results are 
only verified in a limited set of network environments and con-
figurations. In addition, it is hard to tell whether the gain or 
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degrade of performance is due to specific protocol design or not. 
Therefore, the behaviors and gains of opportunistic routing un-
der the settings of different system parameters cannot be clearly 
analyzed. The potential of opportunistic routing also may not 
be fully discovered due to limitations of the protocols. 
The reasons above motivate the study of the performance of 
routing schemes in more general settings. [14] studies the rela-
tionship between the expected progress per transmission and the 
optimal transmission range of radios in networks where nodes 
are randomly distributed according to a spatial Poisson process. 
The models characterize the performance of a deterministic for-
warding scheme: Most Forward with fixed Radius (MFR) i to-
gether with the slotted A L O H A M A C protocol and are basec. 
on a deterministic channel mode .. 
15] takes a different approach to reconsidcr the same prob-
'em. The authors also extend the work to study the problem 
in various M A C protocols, such as C S M A and network con-
figurations including Poisson distribution with inhomogeneous 
density. 
An important limitation of the work in [14] [15] is that they 
assume the networks are heavily loaded and thus cannot analyze 
their behavior in lightly loaded network. 
16] [8] [9] studied the performance of opportunistic rout-
ing in wireless sensor networks using different approaches. [16 
studied the multi-hop performance of a routing protocol, namec. 
GeRaF in networks where nodes are randomly and uniformly 
distributed. Based on the geographic location of nodes, it de-
.ays the decision of next-hops after the transmission which is 
very similar to opportunistic routing. The authors conduct sim-
ulations and compute some analytical bound to characterize the 
multi-hop performance of GeRaF. 
i ln MFR, the node has the greatest forward progress will be selected as the desired 
next-hop. 
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8] and [9] conduct simulations to analyze the performance 
of opportunistic routing in wireless sensor networks. They pro-
vided a framework to model opportunistic routing in light traffic 
scenarios. The model breaks the operation into three compo-
nents: routing, sleeping discipline and M A C protocol to simplify 
the complexity of the analysis. Since it focuses on wireless sensor 
networks, it considers the parameters like power consumption 
and sleeping discipline of the forwarders and has quite different 
objective functions from other studies which focus on wireless 
mesh networks and mobile ad-hoc networks. 
While a number of researchers have studied the performance 
of opportunistic routing in static networks, the study of oppor-
tunistic routing in mobile network is very limited. An exception 
is [17] which studies the behavior of opportunistic routing in 
a mobile ad-hoc network. It compares the performance of op-
portunistic forwarding and deterministic routing with frequent 
route updates in networks with different mobility levels. Ex-
tensive simulations are conducted to identify which approach 
is more appropriate in a number of scenarios. The simulations 
use a vehicle movement model which accounts for traffic lights 
and inter node dynamics. Results show that in vehicular net-
works with high mobility, deterministic forwarding performs bet-
ter than opportunistic routing. 
12] conducts an offline comparison to study the efficacy of 
opportunistic routing. The authors compared the performance 
between traditional unicast routing and opportunistic routing by 
computing the total number of anycast transmissions required 
to deliver a packet between two nodes using the proposed E A X 
metric and Roofnet trace. 
Work in [17] and [12] were protocol dependent and limit their 
studies to a few network topologies and settings. They do not 
:iave a systematic analysis to study the issues with more genera , 
network settings. In addition, [12] only measures the total trans-
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mission counts as a performance metric. The total transmission 
counts is the number of transmission used by all participated 
nodes, including duplicated transmissions and retransmissions. 
The above implies that their results cannot truly reflect the po-
tential of opportunistic routing. 
The major limitation of the above work is that they either 
use deterministic channel models and neglect other radio prop-
agation effects like shadowing and fading or only consider the 
nodes which have substantial packet reception probabilities in 
analyses or simulations. Thus they fail to capture the impor-
tant characteristics of the wireless medium that are crucial to 
the performance of opportunistic routing. 
2.4 Routing in Networks with Directional An-
tennas 
Directional antenna, by concentrating its radiation in a par-
ticular direction, boosts the transmission range of the desirec. 
direction while at the same time reduces the interference gener-
ated in other directions. To the best of our knowledge, there is 
no related work about the combined use of directional antenna 
and opportunistic routing. However, the use of directional an-
tenna in ad-hoc routing has been investigated in a few previous 
work. In this section, we first review the existing work that an-
alyzes the performance of forwarding/routing in networks with 
directional antennas. Then we introduce a few multi-hop rout-
ing protocols that are specifically designed for networks with 
directional antennas. 
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2.4.1 Performance Analysis of the use of Directional 
Antenna in Routing 
Although there is no related work studies the additional gain 
Drought by directional antenna to opportunistic forwarding or 
routing, [18] and [19] analyze the efficiency of the use of direc-
tional antenna in traditional routing in a randomized 2D wireless 
network. 
18] extends the work of [14] and [15] to networks with direc-
tional antennas. It used a similar model as [14] and [15] where 
nodes are distributed on a 2D plane with Poisson distribution. 
It assumes the directions of the destination of packets uniformly 
distributed within an interval between 0 and 2n. It calculates 
the expected progress per transmission of the Most Forward 
within Range algorithm (MFR). An ideal antenna model is used 
with beamwidth equals to 27r/G where G is the antenna gain. 
Like [14] and [15], there is no shadowing or fading channel mod-
els used and only the effect of path-loss is considered in the 
study. Result showed that the use of directional antenna in-
creases the expected forward progress by reducing the risk of 
packet collisions. 
19] studies the performance of four forwarding algorithms 
in multi-hop radio networks with directional antennas. Unlike 
most other work which used deterministic channel models, it 
computed the expected progress per transmission in Rayleigh 
fading environments. Three common forwarding strategies, in-
cluding Most Forward with Fixed Range, Nearest with Forwarc 
Progress and Angular Deviation to Transmission Range Ratio 
are studied. In addition, the paper also proposes a forwarding 
scheme, Maximal Transmission Potential. 
All of the above forwarding strategies study the performance 
of deterministic forwarding only. In deterministic forwarding, 
they preselect the forwarding next-hop according to some selec-
tion criteria. They do not model the selection diversity nature 
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in opportunistic forwarding/routing. 
2.4.2 Existing Routing and M A C protocols for Net-
works with Directional Antennas 
Routing protocols that specifically designed to be used in net-
work with directional antennas are relatively limited. [20] [21 
and [22] propose ad-hoc routing protocols with directional an-
tennas. Directional antenna extends the transmission range anc 
exploits long ranged and high throughput paths which do not 
exist in networks with omni-directional antennas. This reduces 
the number of hops required to deliver a packet to the destina-
tion which in turn reduces the routing delay. In addition, direc-
tional antenna also limits the interference generated to a par-
ticular angle. This improves spatial reuse in wireless networks. 
However, [20] [21] and [22] suggest that employing directiona. 
antennas imposes additional challenges on the routing proto-
col design, for example, the use of directional antenna requires 
additional overhead as the beam need to sweep for all angles. 
Other problems caused by the use of directional antenna such 
as deafness and hidden terminal problem may also lead to poor 
performance of a routing protocol. To effectively resolve the 
above challenges, most of the work e.g. [20] [21] and [22] design 
MAC and routing protocol at the same time. 
In [20], the authors evaluate the performance of D S R pro-
tocol when used with their proposed M A C protocol: D i M A C 
in networks with directional antennas. The D i M A C protocol 
maintains a look up table which contains the neighborhood in-
formation. When it wants to transmit data to the intended 
destination, the protocol examines the lookup table and adjusts 
the antenna to the direction of the destination. D i M A C also 
uses a modified RTS/CTS scheme to protect the transmissions 
against interference. 
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In [21], the paper focuses on reducing the overheads during 
the route discovery phase in networks with directional anten-
nas. The authors proposes two protocols for the use of direc-
tional antenna in on-demand ad-hoc routing. For on-demand 
ad-hoc routing protocol, it often requires searching of route by 
network wide flooding which incurs a large amount of overheads. 
The proposed protocols record the last position of the destina-
tions and limit the query to that particular angle. The proto-
cols effectively reduce the number of network wide broadcast 
generated due to route discovery queries In [22], a new rout-
ing strategy is devised which aimed at finding the maximally 
zone disjoint routes to minimize interference and achieve loac. 
balancing. Both M A C and routing protocols are developed to 
exploit the advantages of using directional antennas. It avoids 
route coupling and prevents loads concentrating on a small set of 
nodes by setting and controlling the directions of the antennas. 
Results show that this network aware routing strategy improves 
the performance four to five times over D S R with traditiona.. 
802.11 M A C protocol. 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have studied a number of related works that 
can be classified into three main categories. The study of op-
portunistic routing protocols in the first section allows us to 
understand the motivations, operations and practical challenges 
of opportunistic routing. In the second section, we present the 
studies which analyze the performance of traditional and oppor-
tunistic routing. Their models and approaches provide insights 
for our problem formulations and analytical derivations. In the 
.ast part of this chapter, we have investigated the existing work 
on routing in networks with directional antennas. The perfor-
mance analyses of the use of directional antenna in routing are 
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studied. In addition, we also outline the differences of the prior 
work and our studies. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Performance Analysis of 
Opportunistic Routing in 
Multi-hop Wireless Network 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we take an analytical approach to study the po-
tential gain of opportunistic routing in multi-hop wireless net-
works. In Section 3.2, we derive an analytical model which a-
lows one to systematically quantify the gain of opportunistic 
routing. An important difference of our analytical model from 
the previous work is that it allows one to incorporate different 
radio channel models like lognormal shadowing and Rayleigh 
fading. In our analysis, we do not consider any specific co-
ordination protocol and assume the communication overheads 
to be negligible. Therefore, the results provide an upper-bound 
for the performance gain that can be realized by opportunistic 
routing under the given network configurations and radio prop-
agation environment. The model also allows one to study the 
full potential of opportunistic routing under various deployment 
scenarios by varying the system parameters like network node 
density, transmission power level and path-loss. 
The results in Section 3.3 show that the efficiency of oppor-
24 
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tunistic routing depends heavily on the rate that the reception 
probability falls off with distance. Under typical network config-
urations, the average progress of opportunistic routing in lognor-
mal shadowing (Rayleigh fading) environment is about 3 (1.5) 
times higher than that of traditional unicast routing. The above 
findings provide us insight for the design of opportunistic rout-
ing protocol in Chapter 6. 
In Section 3.4, we extend our model in the Section 3.2 to 
study the performance of opportunistic routing with different 
forwarding regions. The results reveal the potential of using of 
directional antenna in opportunistic routing. 
3.2 Analytical Derivation of the 
Expected Progress per Transmission 
of Opportunistic Routing 
In this section, we propose an analytical model to study the per-
formance of opportunistic routing in randomized 2-D multi-hop 
wireless networks and derive the expected progress (in terms 
of distance) towards the destination after each transmission at-
tempt. 
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When D is very far away from S, the arc . 
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Figure 3.1: (a) progress per transmission in a 2D wireless mesh network, (b) 
Evaluating the probability of a node in region A,…receives the packet. 
3.2.1 Problem Formulations and Assumptions 
The problem formulation follows the approach of Kleinrock anc. 
Silvester in [14]. W e first assume that the nodes are uniformly 
distributed on a 2D plane according to a spatial Poisson dis-
tribution with average number of nodes per unit area 二 A. A 
packet is being transmitted by a node S to destination node 
D. Let R^ax be the maximum transmission range of any node 
(including S) beyond which the probability of successful packet 
reception becomes very small (e.g. < 0.001%) and can therefore 
be neglected even after the effect of opportunistic routing is con-
sidered. Notice that our definition of Rmax is different from the 
maximum transmission range defined in previous deterministic 
channel models, e.g. those used in [14,15] where the maximum 
transmission range corresponds to the distance from a transmit-
ter at which the probability of successful reception is reasonably 
high (e.g. 90%). In contrast, under our model, the possibility 
of successful packet reception, though small, is still being con-
sidered, for all distances up to Rmax from the transmitter. This 
allows us to capture the contributions of all the long, unreli-
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able, but possibly numerous wireless links in the network whose 
impacts are totally ignored by the deterministic channel model. 
Observe from Fig. 3.1a that if a packet transmitted from S 
is successfully received by any node lying on the arc centerec. 
at D, such transmission is considered to have made the same 
'progress" (in terms of reducing the distance of packet from its 
final destination node D). By further assuming the final desti-
nation node D to be infinitely far away from S as in [14], the 
aforementioned arc will reduce to a straight line as indicated in 
Fig. 3.1a. If a node inside the transmission range of S receives 
the packet successfully and that node is chosen as the next-hop 
forwarder for the packet towards the destination, the progress 
(distance) of the transmission is equal to the projection of the 
distance between the transmitter and the receiver on the straight 
ine between node S and D. i 
Let P{r) be the successful packet reception probability at 
distance r from the transmitter. By our definition of Rmax, we 
have P(r) = 0 for all r > Rmax- As the nodes in the network 
are uniformly distributed and the packet reception probability 
is a function of distance from the transmitter (r), it is reason-
able to assume that, amongst all the nodes which successfully 
receive the current packet transmission, an opportunistic rout-
ing scheme select the one which is closest to the destination to 
be the next-hop forwarder. As mentioned before, we assume 
the communication overhead required for the distributed next-
hop determination to be negligible. Since it has been shown, 
e.g. in [11] that the gain of opportunistic routing is small in a 
congested network, we focus our discussions on lightly loaded 
networks so that the interference and collision effects due to si-
multaneous packet transmissions can be neglected. Because of 
i ln the case where the destination D is not at infinitely far away, our definition of 
'progress" as defined by the transmission length projected onto the S-D line is again an 
optimistic estimate of the actual progress (in terms of reducing the distance of the packet 
from its final destination). 
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the above assumptions, the average progress distance derived 
Tom our model will be an optimistic one. As such, we should 
consider the subsequent results to be an upper-bound of the ac-
tual performance gain realizable from opportunistic routing in 
genera.. 
3.2.2 Reception Probability of a Node in a Given Re-
gion 
First, let's determine the probability that a node inside region 
Ar^ ^ shown in Fig. 3.1b can successfully receive a packet trans-
mitted by S. If a node inside A”饥 receives the packet, the 
progress of this transmission will be at least r^ .^ Therefore the 
probability of a node receives the packet from S successfully 
provided that it is inside sector 人饥 can be computed by: 
Pr{a node in Ar^^ receives the packet | it is inside Ar^J 
= / / 一 叫 加 - ‘ 一 饥 A J . 
Pr{a node receives the ]9ac/ce力| it is at (x, y))dxdy 
1 fRmax r V 
/ / 身 P{Vx' + y')dydx 
仲zn) Jnn J-^/Rla.-^' 
_ I{rin) 
(3.1) 
where /(r肌）is the value of the integral over area Ar^^ and A{x) 
is the area of the circle segment whose chord is x distance unit 
from the center of the circle of radius Rmax- For example, the 
area of region 人饥 in Fig.3.lb is given by A{r^ n)^  In general, 
A⑷ = R L c o s - i ( ^ ) Note that ^  gives 
the probability of that a node is located at the coordinates (x,y) 
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within the region 人饥 given that it is inside region 人饥 . T o eva.-
uate /(r^ n), we transform it to the polar coordinates by setting 
X = rcos0, y = rsmO and dxdy = rdrdO s.t., 
fRrnax 厂 COS—H’） 
/(r.n) - / / P{r)rdrde (3.2) 
However, the resultant integral still cannot be evaluated di-
rectly due to the cos~^ function as well as the complicated form 
of the P(r) function. As such, we take the following approach 
to approximate the integral in (3.2). 
Refer to Fig. 3.1b again. If we choose to approximate the 
area of region Ar^ ^ by that of we can replace the limits of 
the inner integral in (3.2) hy 6 = - and cos-
and make them independent of r. 
Of course, the error of above approximation can be quite large 
if the radius of the outer arc is much bigger than that of the inner 
arc, i.e. Rmax Vs. r饥 as shown in Fig. 3.1b Note, however, that 
the approximation error becomes very small if the radii of the 
outer and inner arcs only differ bv a small value. Based on this 
observation, we can obtain a more accurate approximation of 
the integral in (3.2) by further subdividing region 义厂饥 into N 
subsectors as shown in Fig. 3.3a where ?vi and are the radii 
of inner and outer arcs of the z-th subsector respectively. The 
value of the integral over region A”饥 can then be approximatec. 
by the sum of the integrals over each of the N subsectors. In 
particular, for the z-th subsector, the integration limits of the 
inner integral in (3.2) will be from 0 = - c o s 一 t o cos-1(⑶. 
As a result, we have: 
！ 「 r 什 1 广 OS—1 (巧） 
iNivrn) = / ^^ P{r)rdrd9 (3.3) 
where r、= r\n + i — r饥)/N, r。 r\n and ry = Rmax- As 
N — oc, lN{rin) = I (Tin)' The accuracy of this approximation 
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will be validated in Section 3.3 via extensive numerical studies. 
In general, for the segment of the circle Ax^x' bounded by an 
inner chord x and an outer chord in Fig. 3.3b , we have 
Pr{a node in Ax^^' receives thepacket\it is inside Ax^x') 
严’r-y^Rlax-4 丨 1 
i y ^ 站 + 办 。 办 Q I ^ T l ^ (3.4) 
�In{x) - IN{X') 
k{x) -
1 ‘ — L o g n o r m a l o北=8.66dB, a = 3.5 
S \ \ ^ ^ — Lognormal o北=8.66dB, a = 4.5 
O'S \ \ N t Lognormal (7北=13c1B’ a = 4.5 
TO 4 \ - » - Rayleigh a = 3.5 
I 0.6- 4 Rayleigh PC = 4.5 
II K 
l � 2 . \ 
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Distance from transmitter (m) 
Figure 3.2: Packet reception probability of different models against distance 
from transmitter (p = 2 x 10—8) 
3.2.3 Radio Channel Models 
In this work, we capture the probabilistic nature of packet re-
ception by incorporating the well-known lognormal shadowing 
and Rayleigh fading models into consideration during the evalu-
ation of I(x). W e assume packet can be received correctly only 
if the received S N R is greater than a given threshold 少.Let Ptx 
and Pnoise be the power of the transmitter and noise, a is the 
path loss exponent. For lognormal shadowing, the transmitted. 
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signal fluctuates due to the irregularities in the terrain so that 
the mean power is lognormal distributed. Following [23], the 
successful packet reception probability at a distance r from the 
transmitter is given by: 
P(r) = Pr[7(r) > ^^叫=/ — dx 
J^run.se. \/2liaX Ptx 
where 7(r) is the S N R received at distance r and a is the 
standard deviation of the probability distribution of the receivec. 
signal strength. W e can convert a to dB unit by g^b — 4.34cr. 
For instance, if a = 2，(JdB = 8.68dB. Let p = 肝 广 which 
is the ratio of S N R threshold to S N R at transmitter. Setting 
t = — ^ and substitute it back to (3.3), 
N-i f r \ 广+1 ,+⑴ e-番 
iN(nn) = y^ 2c(9S—i / / —=^rdtdr 
乂 ) U W J Jn 
iV -1 
= V — C{r,) - + D{r,)] 
. n , � 《 厂 f f - aln{pr^)\ ( i 
whereZ?(r) = = — e J L r / — [pr }“ 
4 V v2aa / 
For Rayleigh fading, we assume the channel is characterizec. 
by flat slow fading and is a narrowband Rayleigh block fading 
channel, i.e. fadings are constant over transmission of a frame 
and i.i.d.. The mean of the received power is equal to PtxT~^ 
which yields P(r) = e ^ 丫 [23]. Let p = ^ ^ ^ and substi-
tute back F(r) to (3.3), lN{^m) can be computed by, 
N-l ( \ 1 
z=0 V…乂 ^ 
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where En{x) f广 
RP^ PIK 
\ / j l / \ X / 
W l I— Km / . 、 \ 德|/ ’ / 
I 了 4 少 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.3: Evaluation of the average progress per-hop: (a) approximation 
of the integral, (b) general case, (c) directional case 
3.2.4 Average Progress per Transmission 
For location-based opportunistic forwarding, assume the trans-
mission is at the origin of the coordinates, the progress of a 
transmission is equal to x if a node at coordinates (x, y) suc-
cessfully receives the packet and no node beyond x can receive 
the packet. Consider Fig. 3.3b, 
Pr{x < progress < x) 
=Pr{at least 1 node receives the packet in A工，^；') . (3.5) 
Pr{no node in A^' receives the packet) 
The probability that at least 1 node in receives the packet 
is given by: 
= v f l - [ l - ⑶ 一 Pr{D nodes ruA^^,) (3.6) 
V M^) - M^ ) / 
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Since the nodes on the 2D plane have Poisson distribution, 
e-AA [A乂尸 
Pr{D nodes in a given region) = — (3.7) 
J—^ • 
where A is the area of the given region. Substituting (3.7) to 
(3.6), we have 
P八at least 1 node receives the packet in A^^x') 
二 -\[A{x)-A{x')] 
= E ^ ^ 丨 沖 ) - 释 ( 、 
D 丨 (3.8) 
f [ /iv ⑷ — 糊 n 
'V 妳 ) - 补 , ) J J 
The probability that no node in A^' receives the packet is given 
by： 
Pr {no node in Ax' receives the packet)= 
Pr {no node in Ax' receives packet \at least 1 node in Aj^) (3.9) 
+ Pr (no node in A^') 
The probability that there is no node in A^' is equal to 
and 
Pr{nonodem A^' receivepacket\at least 1 node in A工') 
r 湖 ] 〜 - 琴 ) [ A 網 尸 
1 一 A(x^) ^ 
Thus, the probability that the progress of a transmission is be-
tween X and x' can be computed by substituting (3.8) and (3.9) 
to (3.5). 
Finally, the average progress of a transmission is given by: 
roc 
/ X . Pr{Progress = x) dx 
Jo 
~ ^^ x^ Pr{xi < Progress < x^+i) where x^ = 
2 = 0 
(3.10) 
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The accuracy of Eqn. (3.10) will be validated in Section 3.3. 
3.3 Validation and Analytical Results 
In our analysis, unless specified, we set the path-loss exponent 
a to 3.5 and the reception threshold requirement p to 2 x 10—8 
such that the transmission range of a node is set with packet 
reception probability > 80% for r < 100m which is the typica:. 
operation range of 802.11b/g in outdoor environment. The node 
density is set to be 1 x such that the average inter-node 
spacing is around 100m. 
3.3.1 Results Validation 
W e validate the accuracy of the approximation in equation (3.3) 
and (3.10) by simulations. In our simulations, a set of nodes is 
generated according to a spatial Poisson process and the packet 
reception probability of each node is calculated using the two 
fading/shadowing models. W e then mark the set of nodes that 
receive the packet probabilistically according to their packet re-
ception probabilities. The progress of the transmission can be 
obtained by finding the node with maximum progress among 
the set of marked nodes. By repeating the simulation many 
times, the average progress can be evaluated. Fig. 3.4 shows 
the comparison of the analytical and simulation results for dif-
ferent fading/shadowing models. For M = 1000 (eqn. (3.10)) 
and N 二 500 (eqn. (3.3)), the percentage of error is less than 
1%. To obtain accurate result, we set M to at least 500. The 
computation time varies linearly with M and N. 
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Figure 3.4: Results validation {Rmax = 2000m, A = 1 x lO—^m—2, a = 3.5) 
3.3.2 Baseline Models 
W e propose the average-case and the best-case baseline moc-
els to compare the performance between opportunistic routing 
and traditional unicast routing (i.e. only a single forwarder is 
pre-selected before transmission). The performance metric of 
traditional routing is also the expected progress xP{r) per trans-
mission where r equals to a/x^ + the distance between the 
next hop at coordinate (x, y) and the source at origin. The 
average-case expected progress is calculated by generating K 
sets of nodes on a 2D plane according to a spatial Poisson pro-
cess. The node with the highest expected progress in each set 
is selected and its expected progress xP{r) is recorded. The 
average-case expected progress is thus the mean of the K 
recorded values. For the best-case baseline model, it is assumec. 
that a node can be placed anywhere on the plane with the ob-
jective to maximize the average progress per hop. The optimal 
position Xopt is equal to arg maXx xP{r) and the best expected 
progress o^optP(jopt) can then be evaluated by numerical meth-
ods. 
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3.3.3 Results and Analysis 
Cumulative Distribution Function of Per Hop Progress 
Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 show the C.D.F. and the average progress 
per transmission of under different fading models and routing 
schemes. The C.D.F. of unicast routing (the best-case) is a step-
function at the optimal distance Xopt as a node is positioned at 
CO opt from the source to maximize the expected progress. The 
figures also show that unicast routing (the average-case) relies 
on nodes closer from the source node (< 200m) to forward the 
packet. In traditional unicast routing, only 1 node serves as the 
next-hop. As a result it prefers mid-ranged nodes which achieve 
good progress upon successful reception while still have consid-
erable packet reception rate 卜 70%). In contrast, opportunistic 
routing is able to utilize the long-ranged nodes to achieve better 
progress probabilistically and therefore the probabilities to for-
ward the received packets are distributed over a wide range of 
nodes. This effect is less significant in Fig. 3.6 because Rayleigh 
fading environments lack of nodes with large progress which have 
non-negligible packet reception rate (〜10%). 
1 1 1 1 1 
厂 … — „ 
S。.6_ / -
� ， 1 / Opportunistic Routing 
0 . 4 : \ / (Expected progress = 387.5m) 
/ Unicast Routing - Average case 
/ (Expected progress = 73.8m) 
0-2 ‘ / _ Unicast Routing - Best case 
J (Expected progress = 82.6m) 
Q •i'"****^ I 1 I I I 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 
Distance from transmitter (m) 
Figure 3.5: C.D.F. of progress with 入二 1 x p 二 2 x 10—8, R徹工= 
2000m, a = 3.5, a^B = S.66dB (lognormal shadowing) 
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Figure 3.6: C.D.F. of progress with A = 1 x p 二 2 x 10"®, Rmax = 
2000m, a = 3.5 (Rayleigh Fading) 
The Effect of Node Density 
Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 show how the average progresses per 
transmission vary with node densities. The progress of unicast 
routing (the best case) is a straight line as one and only one node 
is placed at the optimal position and thus it is independent of 
node density. Let's focus on the node density ranging from 0.5 x 
10—4 to 4x 1 0 — w h e r e the inter-node spacing is between 50— 
150m, comparing to typical transmission range of about 100m. 
Results show that the gain of opportunistic routing increases 
with node density as the number of potential forwarders within 
the transmission range grows. 
The gain under Rayleigh fading model is smaller than that of 
lognormal shadowing. This can be explained by Fig. 3.2. Ob-
served that the tail of the packet reception probability falls off 
quickly for Rayleigh fading but drops slowly in the presence of 
..ognormal shadowing, especially when a is large and path-loss 
exponent a is small. In a dense network with lognormal shad-
owing, the contributions of those numerous, long and unreliable 
wireless links accumulate as their number increases and result in 
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a very high performance gain. For the networks with Rayleigh 
fading, the long-ranged forwarders have very low packet recep-
tion rate and don't have much contributions to the expected 
progress even in large numbers. 
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Figure 3.7: Expected progress with different node densities for p = 2 x 
R-niax = 2000m, a = 3.5, a^B 二 S.66dB (lognormal shadowing) 
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Figure 3.8: Expected progress with different node densities for p = 2 x 10"®, 
Rrnax = 2000m, a = 3.5 (Rayleigh Fading) 
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The Effects of Transmission power, Path-loss 
Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 show the gain in average progress per trans-
mission for setting different network parameters which affect the 
transmission range. From the figures it can be observed that the 
gain of opportunistic routing is high in environment with smal 
path loss exponents a or large a (lognormal shadowing). The 
high gains are mainly due to the presence of numerous long wire-
less links in those networks. Opportunistic routing is inefficient 
for environment with large path-loss exponent (a > 4.5) anc 
small (cr < 8.6MB). 
Networks with Rayleigh fading and large path-loss exponent 
have very small gain when opportunistic routing is used. Ob-
served from Fig. 3.2 that, its tail of the packet reception prob-
ability against distance drops to zero sharply. This implies that 
only short/mid range forwarders are present in the network. The 
packet deliver probabilities of those nodes are close to 1 and the 
use of opportunistic routing is unnecessary. 
From the results, we can conclude that if the tail of the suc-
cessful packet reception probability against distance of a net-
work is long and significant, opportunistic routing will perform 
very well. Note that though the gain of opportunistic routing 
increases with higher transmission power Ptx (smaller p or al-
ternatively increases node density), it is impractical as this will 
prevent spatial reuse. 
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Figure 3.9: Expected one hop progress gain of opportunistic routing for 
lognormal shadowing model with 入二 1 x Rmax 二 2000m 
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Figure 3.10: Expected one hop progress gain of opportunistic routing for 
Rayleigh Fading model with A = 1 x Rmax = 2000m 
3.4 Further Extension of the Model 
In this section, we extend the model in the previous chapter to 
study the efficiency of opportunistic routing when using different 
forwarding regions. Let the forwarding region be Ax^ j；'^ ^ and the 
transmission angle of fan-shaped region be 29 as shown in Fig. 
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3.3c. The probability of a node in Ax^ x'fi receives the packet 
given that a node is in A^ x^'^ e can be approximated by: 
B{x,e) - 9 ) 
where 
, l N { x ) + 29j±''P{r)rdr 
cosO 
Jn{x, 0) = with Vn = ^ a X < RmaxCOsO 
IN{X) if X > RrnaxCOsd, 
\ 
and 
ri/ m 1 RliaJ - xHanO if X < RmaxCOsO B[x, 0)= < 
A{x) iix> RmaxCose 
\ 
The probability Pr{x < progress < x') and the average 
progress per transmission can then be computed in a similar way. 
Though we haven't explicitly modelled the antenna gain, by 
varying the reception threshold requirement p, we can estimate 
the gain of using different directional antennas. 
Fig. 3.11 shows that the expected progress does not increase 
significantly when 9 > 45。. This indicates that choosing a 
smaller forwarding region with 9 less than 90° can reduce the 
number of the selected next-hops (and thus overheads) while 
at the same time maintaining the performance. It also shows 
that the average progress is more sensitive to the S N R thresh-
old p than angle 0, which implies that it is potentially better to 
use directional antenna which has narrower transmission angle 
but stronger S N R at the receiver instead of omni directional an-
tenna. More studies in this aspect are needed as the antennas 
of transmitters may not always point to the optimal direction. 
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3.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have presented an analytical model to com-
pute the gain of opportunistic routing in multi hop wireless net-
works. W e have investigated the effects of node density, trans-
mission power and path-loss exponent on the distribution of 
progress and average distance gain using lognormal shadowing 
and Rayleigh fading models. It is found that the efficiency of op-
portunistic routing is high when radio propagation environment 
is dominated by lognormal shadowing. Opportunistic routing 
does not perform well in environment dominated by Rayleigh 
fading, e.g. when there is no Line-of-Sight (LOS) between trans-
mitter and receiver. Finally, we extend the analytical model to 
investigate the potential benefits of using different forwarding 
regions in opportunistic routing. Its result suggested that the 
use of directional antenna may be beneficial to opportunistic 
routing. This motivates us to further investigate it in Chapter 
4. 
The analytical results also shed insights for the design of new 
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opportunistic routing protocol. It suggested that the high gain 
of opportunistic routing critically depends on the contribution 
of a large number of distant forwarders. Our design of the op-
portunistic routing protocol in Chapter 6 is based on this obser-
vation. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Opportunistic Routing in 
Multi-hop Wireless Networks 
with Directional Antennas 
4.1 Introduction 
Directional antenna is a type of antenna which concentrates its 
energy at a particular direction. By concentrating the beam 
energy at a particular direction, directional antenna boosts the 
SNRs of the receivers in the desired direction and reduces the 
interference generated in other directions. This is at the ex-
pense of the reduction in the number of potential next-hop for-
warders due to the narrowing of the antenna beamwidth. For 
traditional unicast routing, since only a single next-hop is se-
lected, the progress of a transmission can always be maximized 
by aiming the antenna at the selected next-hop and setting the 
antenna beamwidth to be as small as possible. On the other 
hand, the efficiency of opportunistic routing depends on both 
the number of effective potential forwarders and their success-
ful packet reception probabilities. Maximizing the antenna gain 
by setting the antenna beamwidth to its minimum value may 
not be the best strategy because of the large reduction of the 
number of effective potential forwarders. In other words, there 
44 
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are interesting tradeoffs for applying directional antenna in an 
opportunistic routing scheme. 
Although there is no related study on the use of directiona. 
antenna in opportunistic routing, the results in the last part o:: 
the previous chapter suggests that the potential forwarders do 
not contribute equally and only a subset of all eligible next-hops 
is essential for achieving high performance. For instance, under 
uniform node distribution, using a smaller forwarding region 
(where the forwarding region is defined as the region that all 
nodes inside it are selected as the potential forwarders) in the 
shape of a circular sector with central angle around 90° is as good 
as using a larger forwarding region with central angle set to 180°. 
Results also show that the increase in SNRs at the receivers 
improves the expected progress per transmission substantially. 
The above results imply that the use of directional antenna is 
beneficial if the antenna parameters are properly adjustec.. 
Motivated by the above observations, in this chapter, we 
study the combined use of directional antenna and opportunistic 
routing extensively and propose several algorithms for the de-
termination of antenna parameters. This chapter consists of two 
major parts. In Section 4.2, we derive an analytical model to 
compute the expected progress of opportunistic routing in multi-
hop wireless network with directional antennas. W e investigate 
the impact of the two factors mentioned on the performance 
of opportunistic routing under different system configurations, 
propagation environments and antenna settings. 
Results from Section 4.2 demonstrates the importance of the 
antenna direction to the performance of opportunistic routing. 
Therefore, in Section 4.3, we present four algorithms to de-
termine the near-optimal beamwidth and direction of antenna 
given local information of the neighbors. The efficiency and the 
time complexity of the algorithms will be discussec.. 
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4.2 Performance Analysis of Opportunistic 
Routing in Networks with Directional 
Antennas 
In this section, the derivation of the expected progress of op-
portunistic routing in network with directional antennas will be 
given. 
4.2.1 Network Model 
Similar to the model in Chapter 3, we consider a network where 
nodes are distributed uniformly on a 2D plane according to a 
spatial Poisson distribution with the average number of nodes = 
A per unit area (m]). A packet is being transmitted by a node 
s to destination node d. Let Rmax be the maximum transmission 
range of any node (including s) beyond which the probability of 
successful packet reception becomes very small (e.g. < 0.001%) 
and can therefore be neglected even after the effect of oppor-
tunistic routing is considered. Observe from Fig. 3.1a, that if a 
node inside the transmission range of s receives the packet suc-
cessfully and is chosen as the next-hop forwarder of that packet 
towards the destination, the progress (in distance) of the trans-
mission is equal to the projection of the distance between the 
transmitter and the receiver on the straight line between node 
s and d with the assumption that d is infinitely far away from 
the source node. 
Unlike the model in Chapter 3, the packet reception prob-
ability in this case depends not only on the distance between 
the transmitter and the receiver, but also on the direction of 
the antenna. Let P(r, Obw) be the successful packet recep-
tion probability at distance r from the transmitter where 9 is 
the angular displacement between the directional antenna anc. 
the receiver and Obw is the beamwidth of the antenna. Accord-
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Figure 4.1: Packet reception probability against distance from transmitter 
with p/G{d) = 4 X 10—8, lognormal shadowing. 
ing to our definition of Rmax, we have P(r, 9bw) = 0 for all 
r > Rmax- An opportunistic routing scheme will select the node 
which is closest to the destination to be the next-hop forwarder. 
To simplify the discussion, we assume the communications over-
lead required for the distributed next-hop determination to be 
negligible. W e also assume that the receivers' antennas are al. 
omni-directional. As a result, the antenna directions of the re-
ceivers will not have any effect and do not need to be considered. 
4.2.2 Radio Channel Models 
In this section, we discuss how to incorporate various radio chan-
nel models into our analysis. 
Lognormal Shadowing Model 
In the following discussion, we first consider the lognormal shac -
owing model as our radio channel model. W e assume that a 
packet can be received correctly if and only if the received SNR 
is greater than a given threshold 少.Let Ptx and Pnoise be the 
power of the transmitter and the noise power at the receiver 
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respectively, a is the path-loss exponent. With lognormal shac-
owing, the successful packet reception probability of a node at 
a distance r from the transmitter and angular displacement 6 
::rom the direction of the antenna w.r.t. the source node is given 
by： 
+⑴ —去(二(「"))2 
0，9bw) = / 7 = — — d x (4.1) 
where 少 is the miiiimum signal strength required for a node 
to decode a received packet successfully. W e can convert the 
standard deviation of the lognormal normal distribution, a to 
units in dB by setting g^b = 4.34a. For instance, if o^  = 2, 
GdB = 8.68dB. Let p = ^^^ be the ratio of S N R threshold to 
S N R at r = 0. G{9) is the antenna gain. 
Substituting t = Eqn. (4.1) becomes: 
1 ( I〜(Tobw、\ 
P(r，0，Obw) 二 1 - -Erf j ^ — ( 4 . 2 ) 
Rayleigh Fading Model 
Besides lognormal shadowing, another radio propagation envi-
ronment studied is Rayleigh Fading. W e assume that the chan-
nel is characterized by slow flat-fading and the fading is constant 
over the transmission of the entire data frame and is i.i.d.. The 
corresponding packet reception probability is given by: 
义 Pnoise ^cc , . ^ \ 
P(r, 0, Obw) = e)…’购HZ) (4.3) 
Fig. 4.1 depicts the packet reception probabilities under the 
two radio channel models as functions of the distance between 
a transmitter and its next-hop receiver. 
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Figure 4.3: Gain of Antenna Array against angle 
4.2.3 Antenna Models 
Two antenna models are used in our analytical computation. 
They are the ideal antenna model and the antenna array. The 
gain of an antenna is equal to antenna efficiency times directiv-
ity. Here, we assume that the antenna efficiency is always equal 
to one. Therefore, the directivity of an antenna is equal to the 
gain of an antenna. Unless specified otherwise, ideal antenna 
model is used throughout the discussion. 
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Ideal Antenna Model 
For the ideal antenna model, let d be the angular displacement 
from the direction of the antenna. The antenna gain is the same 
for all 9 smaller than ^ where 9bw is the beamwidth of the 
antenna. The gain is zero for 9 outside this range. 
Gumform{O.OBw)= I 〜『 . ^ (4.4) 
O f o r e > ^ 
2 
Antenna Array Model 
Referring to P. 147 in [24], the antenna gain of antenna array 
Garray Can be computed by: 
Garray = ^ ^ 2 v^n-l n-m . (i j\ / ^ (4.5) 
where n is the number of elements in the antenna array and 
is set to 2 in this paper, d is the spacing between two antenna 
elements and /cq 二 P/V^ is the ratio between the wavelength /i 
and the inter-element spacing times a constant p. S is the phase 
difference between adjacent signal and is assumed to be zero in 
this paper. For antenna array, the beamwidth of the antenna is 
defined as the angle between the half power points of the main 
lobe, i.e. the 3dB points. The beamwidth depends on n, ko anc 
d. W e let II 二 F{6BW)- Eqn. (4.5) can be expressed in terms of 
0 and Obw as follows: 
Garray{0,9Bw) = 1 , 2 v - n - l i ^ L ^ ' . ( ^ ^ (4.6) 
The antenna gain patterns of antenna array and ideal antenna 
are shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3. 
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When D is very far away from S, the arc A 
centered at D reduce to a straight line. 
( z I ^ ^ \ 零 
\ \ \ / Direction of n A 
\ � � — t r a n s m i s s i o n ^ ^ 關 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.4: (a) progress per transmission in a 2D wireless mesh network, (b) 
Evaluating the probability of a node in region Ar^ ^ receives the packet. 
4.2.4 Expected Progress per Transmission with Direc-
tional Antenna 
With the use of directional antenna, the probability of a node 
successfully receiving the packet from a transmitter S given that 
it is inside sector A厂 a s shown in Fig. 4.4b can be computec. 
by: 
Pr{a node in A”饥 receives the packet | it is inside 乂厂饥) 
= / / — dydx 
Jun 秦 ） 
— I { r , n ) 
一 A{nn) 
(4.7) 
where I (Tin) is the value of the definite integral over area 
A。u and A{x) is the area of the circle segment whose chord is x 
(unit distance) from the center of the circle of radius Rmax- For 
example, the area of region Ar^ ^ in Fig.3.lb is given by 
In general, A(x) = R^^^cos'^ ^V^max Note 
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that 衆 g i v e s the probability of that a node is located at the 
coordinates (x,y) within the region A,讯 provided that it is inside 
region A”饥.To evaluate we transform it to the polar 
coordinates by setting x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0 and dxdy = rdrdO. 
With the radio propagation and antenna models, Eqn (4.7) now 
becomes: 
/Rmax 厂 C0S-1(’） 
/ 「P{r,9)rdrde (4.8) 
I (Tin) for different antenna and radio propagation model can 
be computed by substituting Eqn. (4.2), Eqn. (4.4) and Eqn. 
(4.5) back to Eqn. (4.8). Since the packet reception proba-
bility function P() now depends on r, 9 and 9bwi we evaluate 
the above integral numerically using Simpson's method. The 
remaining derivation steps are the same as those discussed in 
Chapter 3 and please refer therein for further details. 
4.2.5 Simulation Setup 
Network Setting and Baseline Models 
Unless specified otherwise, p is set to 4 x 10—8. The lognor-
mal shadowing channel model is used with a = 3.5 and a = 2 
(8.68dB) such that the packet reception probability > 80% for 
r < 100m. This is to align with the typical range for IEEE 
802.11b/g technologies applied in outdoor environments. 
Unicast Routing is used as a baseline model for performance 
comparison. Similar to the case of opportunistic routing, nodes 
are generated with a spatial Poisson process. The unicast ex-
pected progress xP(r, 9) of each potential receiving node is first 
evaluated (where x is the progress of the transmission if a node 
with horizontal distance x from the source node s forwards the 
packet, r is the distance between the node and s and 9 is the an-
gular displacement between the node and d). The one with the 
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Figure 4.5: Expected progress of opportunistic routing per transmission 
against 0 with ideal antenna in low density network A = 1 x a = 3.5, 
cr = 2, p = 4 X 10—8 and Rmax = 1500m. 
maximum unicast expected progress is chosen as the next-hop 
forwarder. 
Antenna Direction Setting 
Two antenna direction settings are considered. They are Des-
tination Direction and Optimal Direction. For destination 
direction, the antenna is aimed at the destination node regard-
less of the positions of the next-hops, node density and their 
corresponding progress. In contrast, for optimal direction, the 
antenna is aimed at the direction which maximizes the average 
progress per transmission. Note that when the beamwidth is 
180° (i.e. omni-directional), there is no difference for setting the 
antenna in different directions. 
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Figure 4.6: Expected progress of opportunistic routing per transmission 
against 0 with ideal antenna in moderate density network A = 5 x 
a 二 3.5, cr 二 2’ /9 = 4 X 10"® and 工=1500m. 
4.2.6 Results and Analysis 
Average Progress of Opportunistic Routing vs. Unicast Routing 
for Different Antenna Beamwidths 
Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 plot the expected progress per transmis-
sion of opportunistic routing and unicast routing against an-
tenna beamwidth in networks of low and moderate node density 
respectively using different antenna direction settings. For tradi-
tional unicast routing, the transmissions depend on a single for-
warder only. The effect of the decrease in the number of poten-
tial forwarders due to the reduction of antenna beamwidth is re-
atvely small when compared with the increase in antenna gain. 
Thus, the expected progress strictly increases as the beamwidth 
decreases. 
While the antenna can be adjusted to the optimal direction 
by aiming at the single pre-determined next-hop forwarder for 
the case of traditional unicast routing, the same method does 
not apply for opportunistic routing as the forwarding responsi-
bilities distributed on multiple forwarders. Without additional 
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information, a reasonable strategy is to aim the antenna at the 
destination direction. In this case, the average progress per 
transmission of opportunistic routing increases gradually as the 
beamwidth decreases from 180°. However, the curve soon levels 
off and reaches a maximum at about 60。. Any further reduction 
of antenna beamwidth will decrease the expected progress. This 
reveals that the application of directional antenna is not always 
beneficial to opportunistic routing. 
In contrast to unicast routing, the performance of opportunis-
tic routing depends on both (1) the set of nodes participates in 
the forwarding and (2) the successful packet reception proba-
bilities of those forwarders. Although the number of potentia. 
forwarders decreases because of the reduction of forwarding re-
gion as the beamwidth decreases from 180°, most of the excluded 
forwarders have relatively small contributions to the overall per-
formance. The increase in antenna gain offset the contributions 
brought by those forwarders results in the strict increase in ex-
pected progress. When the antenna beamwidth is greater than 
the optimal angle (60°), nodes with high contributions to the 
overall performance now lie outside the antenna coverage. The 
reduction of potential forwarders becomes the dominant factor 
and the performance gain due to the increase in S N R is offset 
by the loss of potential candidates. 
Summarizing the results in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6，it can be 
observed that while the progress achieved by opportunistic rout-
ing is always significantly larger than unicast routing in dense 
networks regardless of the antenna beamwidth, unicast routing 
with optimal direction setting outperforms opportunistic routing 
with destination direction setting in sparse networks. Besides, 
Fig. 4.5 also suggests that, by setting the antenna at the op-
timal direction, the expected progress of opportunistic routing 
can be improved significantly (more than two times that of the 
destination direction setting). Motivated by such findings, in 
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Figure 4.7: Expected progress of opportunistic routing per transmission 
against 0 with uniform antenna for a 二 3.5，a = 2，p = 4 x 10—8 and 
Rmax = 1500m. 
Section 4.3, we will present several algorithms for the determi-
nation of the optimal antenna direction and beamwidth given 
" ocal neighborhood information within the network. 
Effect of Node Density on Opportunistic Routing with Directional 
Antenna 
Next, we investigate the effect of node density on the optimal 
antenna beawmdith when directional antenna is used with op-
portunistic routing. Fig. 4.7 plots the performance gain in the 
average progress per transmission using opportunistic routing 
against antenna beamwidth in networks with different node den-
sities. In the simulation, the ideal antenna model is used and the 
antenna is aimed at the destination direction. The gain in the 
average progress per transmission is compared with the omni-
directional antenna case using the same setting for all other pa-
rameters. The gain of the expected progress first increases as the 
beamwidth decreases from 180°. As the beamwidth continues to 
decrease, it levels off and starts to drop. The optimal beamwidth 
depends on the network node density. When the density is low 
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Figure 4.8: Expected progress of opportunistic routing per transmission 
against 6 with antenna array with number of array elements = 2 for a = 3.5, 
(7 : 2, p = 4 X 10—8 and Rmax = 1500m. 
(1 X 10_5m—2), the optimal beamwidth is around 70。. The op-
timal beamwidths are about 50°, 35° and 20° when the network 
node densities are moderate (5 x 10—5m—2), high (1 x 10—4m—2) 
and very high (1.5 x 10—Sn—2) respectively. In a sparse network, 
the number of effective forwarders dominates the performance 
of opportunistic routing. Using a high gain antenna with smal . 
beamwidth has high probability that no effective forwarder is in-
side its coverage due to the reduced forwarding region and low 
network node density. In contrast, high node density guarantees 
that there are substantial potential forwarders with significant 
progress and at least one of them is able to decode the transmis-
sion successfully even if the beamwidth is extremely small. As a 
result, the negative impact of the diminishing of the forwarding 
region is insignificant when compared with the rise of SNRs at 
receivers. 
Fig. 4.8 shows the performance gain of opportunistic rout-
ing when a 2-element antenna array is used instead of the idea, 
uniform antenna. The optimal beamwidth in this case is quite 
different from the one with the ideal antenna model. For moder-
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ate to high node density, the optimal beamwidth is always about 
50° with an exception that it is about 120° when the node den-
sity is very low. This is mainly because of the irregular shape 
of the antenna for beamwidth less than 50。. In addition, since 
the antenna gain for antenna array is smaller than that of the 
ideal antenna model due to side lobes and non-uniform radiation 
pattern, the gain of opportunistic routing is also smaller for the 
former. 
The Effect of Different Radio Propagation Environments 
Finally, we investigate the performance gain of using directiona.. 
antenna in different radio propagation environments. Fig. 4.9 
plots the performance gain in the average progress per transmis-
sion against the beamwidth of an ideal uniform antenna. W e 
consider radio environments dominated by lognormal shadow-
ing and Rayleigh fading under a wide range of network/channe. 
parameters. The results shown in the figures are compared to 
the omni-directional antenna case with the same network anc 
propagation environment. Results show that the gains are the 
highest in environments where the packet reception probability 
falls sharply with distance. For example, when a = 3 and a = 1 
(lognormal shadowing) and a — 3 (Rayleigh fading), the gains 
are about 1.9 and 2.17 respectively for Q = 20°. But when a = 3 
and a = 1 under lognormal shadowing, the performance gain is 
at most 1.3 only. 
The results can be explained by Fig. 4.10. Fig. 4.10 shows 
the difference of the packet reception probabilities between di-
rectional antenna with beamwidth equals to 40° and omni-directional 
antenna of nodes against distance from the source node when an-
tenna gain is maximum. Take the scenario where a = 3. a = 1 
and lognormal shadowing being the dominant propagation ef-
fect as an example. It can be observed that the increase in 
packet reception probabilities due to high gain antenna mainly 
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Figure 4.9: Gain of expected progress of opportunistic routing per transmis-
sion against 0 for different radio propagation environments in networks with 
ideal antennas and A 二 5 x p = 4 x 10—8 and Rmax = 1500m. 
concentrates at mid-ranged nodes. Referring to Fig. 4.1，the 
packet reception probabilities drop to smaller than 0.1 for nodes 
which are 400m away from the source node. Therefore in this 
case, opportunistic routing mainly relies on mid-ranged nodes 
(200 — 400m) to relay the transmitted packets. The increase in 
antenna gain brought by directional antenna greatly increases 
the packet reception probabilities of the major forwarders which 
results in the large increase in the expected progress. 
Referring to Fig. 4.1 again, for lognormal shadowing with 
a = 3 and a — 2, the packet reception probabilities against 
distance from the transmitter drop slowly which implies that it 
relies on long-ranged nodes which are more than 400m from the 
source node. However, the use of directional antenna increases 
the packet reception probabilities of a wide range of nodes, which 
most of them may never have a chance to forward the packets 
received from the source node if any long-ranged node receives 
the same packet. As a result, the use of directional antenna has 
relatively insignificant gain. 
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Figure 4.10: Difference of the packet reception probabilities between 
beamwidth = 40° and 180° at maximum direction of uniform antenna with 
p = 4 X 1 0 - 8 
4.3 Maximizing the Gain of Opportunistic 
Routing by Adjusting Antenna 
Beamwidth and Direction 
4.3.1 Introduction and Motivation 
In the previous section, we have considered the gain of using di-
rectional antennas in networks where the node distribution (2D 
Poisson) and the network node density are known. It is obvious 
that the best strategy is to aim the antenna to the destination 
node since there is a high probability that it will cover the largest 
amount of nodes with large forward progress. In practice, it is 
possible to obtain the neighborhood link rates, the approximate 
locations of the neighbors, and the estimated remaining progress 
of neighbors. Many existing routing algorithms require a node 
to exchange the above information with its neighbors to com-
pute the best path to the destination anyway. If such additiona.. 
information is available, efficient algorithms can be used for de-
termining the directions and the beamwidths of the antennas 
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to further optimize the expected progress per transmission. In 
this section, we present several algorithms to determine the di-
rection and the beamwidth of the directional antennas given 
the local information of the next-hop neighbors. Both the idea: 
uniform and the 2-element antenna array models will be stud-
ied. W e also conduct simulations to compare the performance 
of these algorithms. 
4.3.2 Network Models 
Let s and d be the source and the destination nodes respec-
tively. Let V be the set of potential forwarders of the source. 
s^i： ^ Bw) denotes the probability that a node z G ^ re-
ceives a packet from s where Vgi is the distance between node s 
and node i. 9si is the angle between the lines s — d and s — i. 
In other words, this is the angular displacement between des-
tination node d and node i observing from the source node 
s. W e let 6s be the set containing Qsi for all i. 9bw is the 
antenna beamwidth. Furthermore, we let EP(i{i) be the esti-
mated progress achieved if node i is being chosen as the ac-
tual forwarder to relay a packet to d. W e assume the minimum 
beamwidths allowed for the ideal antenna model and antenna 
array model are 20° and 50° respectively. 
4.3.3 Algorithms 
Here we present four algorithms to determine the two param-
eters, direction and beamwidth of the antenna of source node 
given the topology and location information of a multi-hop wire-
'.ess network. The four algorithms are a) IDEAL-OPT, b) EX-
DIR, c) BEST-NODES and d) DEST-DIR. For each algorithm, 
there are two variations, one for continuous beamwidth incre-
ments and one for discrete beamwidth increments. In reality, we 
may not be able to tune the antenna beamwidth to the desired 
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one. Due to the limitations of equipments, the beamwidth of the 
antenna can be chosen from a set of discrete values only. In our 
model, the set of the beamwidths allowed are 20°, 30°，."，180° 
for ideal antenna model and 50°, 60°,..., 180° for antenna array 
model. 
IDEAL-OPT 
The idea of IDEAL-OPT is to consider the potential next-hop 
nodes pair by pair. Let Og^  and dsy be the angular displacement 
of node x and y from the destination node observed from the 
source. It can be observed that with the ideal antenna model, 
any node i, with angular displacement Ogi between 9sx and dgy 
has the same antenna gain. Therefore if we sort the nodes us-
ing their angular displacements from the destination to evaluate 
all possible cases, we only have to consider all consecutive se-
quences in the sorted list. Let {vi, V3'--V\vs\) be the sortec. 
sequence such that Oyi < 6^ 2 ^ ^ If Vi and Vj are 
covered (i < j), all nodes with indices between i and j will be 
implicitly covered as well. The number of the sequences is in 
the order of Therefore, a polynomial time algorithm can be 
developed to compute the maximum expected gain of the per 
hop progress. For a pair of potential next-hop nodes, say (x, y), 
the maximum progress is obtained by setting the beamwidth of 
the antenna just large enough to cover these two nodes such that 
antenna gain is maximum. There is one special case in this al-
gorithm. When there is only one node under consideration, the 
beamwidth should be set as small as possible (i.e. the antenna 
gain should be as large as possible). However, if beamwidth is 
equal to zero, the antenna gain is infinity which is impossible in 
practice. In this case, we will set the beamwidth to minimum 
and point the antenna to the selected node. Algorithm 1 shows 
the details of the algorithm IDEAL-OPT. 
The algorithm IDEAL-OPT iterates all possible combina-
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tions of nodes, computes the maximum expected progress for 
each setting and selects the optimal antenna direction and beamwidth. 
The function computeProgress() evaluates the expected progress 
given the selected antenna beamwidth and direction. Note that 
the progress of a transmission is EPd{i) if node i is the highest 
priority node among the set of nodes who received the transmit-
ted packet. 
The values of the optimal beamwidth and direction computed 
by Algorithm 1 is continuous. A discretized beamwidth ver-
sion of IDEAL-OPT can be obtained by choosing the smal -
est discretized beamwidth which is larger than the computed, 
beamwidth of the continuous version. The time complexity of 
the algorithm IDEAL-OPT is in 0(|Vf). 
EX-DIR 
The second algorithm is EXaustive DIRection searching. As it 
is not easy to consider both antenna direction and beamwidth at 
the same time, this heuristic algorithm reduces the complexity 
of the algorithm by dividing the possible range of the antenna 
direction into M discrete intervals. After fixing the antenna 
direction, the expected progress will be computed by trying al:. 
possible beamwidths which could produce optimal results. 
For the discrete version of this algorithm, we can either use 
the same technique similar to IDEAL-OPT or try all possible 
available beamwidth values. The time complexity of the above 
algorithm is 0{M\V\'^) or 0{M\V\B) where B is the number 
of discrete beamwidth values. The details of this algorithm are 
shown in Algorithm 3. 
BEST-NODES 
The algorithm BEST-NODES uses a node pruning strategy to 
compute the antenna direction and beamwidth. It first as-
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Algor i thm 1 IDEAL-OPT\s,d,V) 
1： MIN_DIR — 0 
2: MIN_BW — 0 
3： MIN.PG <- DO 
4: {Sort the nodes in V in ascending order according to angular displace-
ment Osi such that Osi < 0s2 < … < where v^  e V for all z} 
5： for 2 = 1 to |y| do 
6： for ] 二 1 to do 
7： if i == j then 
8： DIR <- dsi 
9： BW — MIN_BW_ALLOWED 
10： else 
1 1 : + 
12: 勝 H 没 对 - 没 ” 1/2 
13： if BW < MIN_BW_ALLOWED then 
14： BW — MIN—BW—ALLOWED 
15： end if 
16： end if 
17： PG 一 computejprogress{s, d, V, B W ) 
18： if PG < MIN_PG then 
19： MIN_PG — PG 
20： MIN—BW — BW 
21: MIN—DIR — DIR 
22： end if 
23： end for 
24: end for 
25: return MIN_DIR, MIN_BW 
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Algor i thm 2 computejprogress[s, d, 1/, BW) 
1： z 1 
2： progress — 0 
3： t ^ 1 {t is the probability that higher priority nodes cannot receive or 
forward the packet} 
4: {Sort the nodes in V in ascending order according to estimated progress 
to destination d, i.e. EPd such that EPd{l) < EPd{2) < ... < EPd{\V\) 
where Vi ^  V for all i} 
5: while I < d o 
6： progress — progress + tx P(rs” Os'i, B W ) x EPd{i) 
7： t 一 t X (1 - P(rJs』W)) 
8： z ^  z + 1 
9： end while 
10： return progress 
Algor i thm 3 EX—DIR[s,d,V, M) 
1： MIN—DIR — 0 
2: MIN_BW ^ 0 
3： MIN—PG — 00 
4: {Sort the nodes in V in ascending order according to angular displace-
ment dsi such that 6si < 0^2 <••• < 没.s|v| where v^ e V for all i} 
5： for z 二 1 to M do 
6： DIR. — {-n/2 + X T T / M ) ; 
7： for j = 1 to \V\ do 
8： BW X - DIR 
9： if BW < MIN—BW—ALLOWED then 
10： BW — MIN_BW_ALLOWED 
11： end if 
12： PG 一 computejprogress{s, d, V, BW) 
13： if MIN_PG > PG then 
14: MIN_PG — PG 
15： MIN.BW — BW 
16： MIN_DIR — DIR 
17： end if 
18： end for 
19： end for 
20： return MIN_DIR, MIN_BW 
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sumes that omni-directional antenna is used and then mea-
sures the importance of a next-hop node by its correspond-
ing expected progress under unicast routing, which is given by 
P〔rs”0s”18O。)xEPd(i), Let JEPmaz = maxKv(lUrsiA”180。)x 
EPd{i)). The algorithm then selects the nodes with unicast ex-
pected progress greater than T x EPmax and adds them to the 
:brwarding set where T is the pruning threshold (< 1). The an-
tenna direction and beamwidth are set such that it is just enough 
to cover all nodes in the forwarding set. Algorithm 4 shows the 
details of this algorithm. One difficulty of this algorithm is to 
choose the value for the parameter T. In our simulations, we set 
T = 0.6. The discrete version of the BEST-NODES algorithm 
adjusts the antenna beamwidth using the technique similar to 
IDEAL-OPT. The complexity of the algorithm is 0(| only. 
DEST-DIR 
The last algorithm DEST-DIR acts as a baseline algorithm. The 
algorithm sets the antenna direction to the destination node and 
then computes the best beamwidth by enumerating all possible 
beamwidths and choose the one that produces the best result. 
It has time complexity of 0(|l/p). 
4.3.4 Results and Discussions 
Simulation Setups 
Although our algorithms are not limited to any specific net-
work node distribution as long as the packet delivery probabil-
ity P{rsi, 9SI, OBW) and the expected forward progress EPD{i) are 
:〈nown, we consider networks where nodes are distributed uni-
formly according to a spatial 2D Poisson process such that the 
results can be easily compared with those of the previous section. 
Furthermore, we assume the direction of the destination node 
is known and the destination node is infinitely far away. For 
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Algor i thm 4 BEST_NODES{s,d,V,T) 
1： MAXJJEP 一 0 
2： Ormn 卜 OO 
3: ^ rnax <〇 
4: for I 二 1 to |y| do 
5: UEP、i) — EPd.、i) X P{rs”e机,180。) 
6： if MAXJJEP < UEP(i) then 
7： MAX-UEP — UEP{i、 
8： end if 
9： end for 
10： for 2 = 1 to do 
11： if > MAXJJEP X T then 
12: if 9min > (hi then 
n ” SI ^min 
14： end if 
15: if Ornax < ^ si then 
16: si <~ ^ max 
17： end if 
18： end if 
19： end for 
20： MIN_BW — \Omax - Ormn 
21: + 
22： return MIN—DIR, MIN_BW 
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ligh density networks, the effect of choosing different directions 
and beamwidths is not significant. For each choice, there is stil. 
substantial amount of forwarders. Therefore, we only consider 
networks with low node density. The results are shown in Fig. 
4.11 to Fig 4.14. The curves show the efficiency of the four al-
gorithms for 1000 randomly generated network topologies when 
compared with the optimal solutions. The optimal solution is 
obtained by dividing the possible range of values of antenna 
beamwidths and directions into large number of intervals anc 
choosing the one that produces the best expected progress via 
exhaustive enumeration. 
Using the Ideal Uniform Antenna Model 
Fig. 4.11 shows the results of the algorithms when the idea:, 
antenna model is used and there is no restriction on antenna 
beamwidth. Since the gain of the model is uniform across all di-
rections, IDEAL-OPT always produces optimal results. Exhaus-
tive direction searching (EX-DIR) also has good performance 
for M = 20. For 90% of the topologies simulated, it produces 
solutions which are at least 90% of the optimal result. The per-
formance of BEST-NODES and DEST-DIR are relatively poor. 
Only for 30% of the simulation cases, the algorithms produce 
solutions which are at least 80% of the optimal. If the choices 
of beamwidths are limited to discrete values, the performance of 
IDEAL-OPT and EX-DIR is very similar to the one without any 
constraint on beamwidth. From Fig. 4.12, IDEAL-OPT pro-
duces optimal solutions for more than 50% of the time while the 
results of BEST-NODES and DEST-DIR are not significantly 
affectec.. 
IDEAL-OPT can significantly improve the expected progress 
gain per transmission given the neighborhood information. Given 
the neighborhood information, the antenna direction can be ad-
justed to exploit the nodes with large contributions (forward 
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Figure 4.11: Efficiency of the algorithms with ideal antenna model (Contin-
uous beamwidth).入=1 x a = 3.5, cr 二 2, 二 4 x 10"®. 
expected progress). The performance of BEST-NODES is much 
worse than IDEAL-OPT. This is because even some nodes may 
lave high expected progress and are selected by the algorithm 
BEST-NODES, they can be far away from the majority of po-
tential forwarders such that an antenna with large beamwidth 
is required to cover them. The reduction of antenna gain due to 
the widening of beamwidth may not be able to offset the contri-
butions of a few isolated nodes. Therefore, BEST-NODES can 
only produce suboptimal results. Although IDEAL-OPT is a 
polynomial time algorithm, its time complexity is still {0{\V\^). 
Antenna Array Model 
If the antenna array model is used instead of the ideal one, the 
problem becomes much more complicated because: 
1. The antenna gain is non-uniform. Nodes outside the MB 
beamwidth of the antenna may still be able to receive the 
packet from the source with partial connectivity. 
2. The presence of side lobes makes it difficult to estimate if 
a node is covered by the antenna or not. 
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Figure 4.12: Efficiency of the algorithms with ideal antenna model (Discrete 
beamwidth). A = 1 x 10— m^—2, a = 3.5, a = 2, p = 4 x 10—8. 
Although IDEAL-OPT can no longer guarantee an optimal so-
lution, we can still apply the four algorithms directly without 
modification. Fig. 4.13 and 4.14 show the performance of the 
algorithms when the 2-element antenna array model is used with 
or without the discrete antenna beamwidth constraint. 
Results show that IDEAL-OPT and EX-DIR are reasonable 
approximations for the antenna array model. This is due to the 
fact that the cutoff beamwidth of the antenna array model is not 
as sharp as the ideal antenna model. The difference between the 
antenna gain of two adjacent nodes is small. Even if the direc-
tion and beamwidth is not perfectly set, the average progress is 
still very close to the optimal. When only discrete beamwidth is 
allowed, the performance of IDEAL-OPT decreases but results 
show that 90% of the cases still have 90% efficiency w.r.t. the op-
timal. EX-DIR (M = 20) is less sensitive to discrete beamwidth 
and still able to maintain near-optimal performance. The effi-
ciency of BEST-NODES algorithm when antenna array mode:, 
is used is far better than when ideal antenna model is used. In 
both cases, simulation results show that there is only 10% reduc-
tion in performance in 80% of the time. As such, it offers a low 
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Figure 4.13: Efficiency of the algorithms with antenna array model (Contin-
uous beamwidth). A = 1 x a 二 3.5, cr 二 2，p = 4 x 10—8. 
time-complexity alternative with reasonably good performance 
under the practical antenna array mode... 
4.3.5 Section Summary 
When the next-hop information can be obtained, adjusting the 
direction and beamwidth of the antennas greatly increases the 
gain of opportunistic routing in wireless mesh networks. IDEAL-
O P T algorithm can determine the optimal beamwidth and direc-
tion of the antenna to maximize the gain of opportunistic routing 
in wireless mesh newt works. However, a major disadvantage of 
IDEAL-OPT algorithm is its high computational complexity. If 
computation time is critical, EX-DIR algorithm provides a solu-
tion with faster computation time by using a small value of M . 
The BEST-NODE algorithm, on the other hand, offers a effec-
tive solution with linear running time (0(|y|)) if antenna array 
is used. 
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4.4 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, we have studied the use of directional antenna 
in opportunistic routing in wireless mesh networks. An ana-
.ytical model is derived to compute the additional gain of the 
expected progress per transmission brought by the use of di-
rectional antenna and opportunistic routing. Our model can 
incorporate different antenna models, radio propagation mod-
els and node distribution models. Results show that the gain 
in expected progress per transmission using directional antenna 
compared with the case of omni-directional antennas varies for 
different radio propagation environments and node densities. It 
is around 30% — 50% in typical shadowing environment while in 
dense network or in radio propagation environment where nodes 
lave low long range reception rates but high close range recep-
tion rates, the gain can be as high as 2. Results also demonstrate 
the importance of adjusting the antenna parameters on the per-
formance of opportunistic routing in sparse network. This moti-
vates us to study algorithms for the determination of antenna's 
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parameters. 
In the second part of the studies, we have presented 4 algo-
rithms to determine the optimal antenna's beamwidth and di-
rection in order to maximize the expected progress per transmis-
sion of opportunistic routing. Simulation results show that our 
algorithm IDEAL-OPT computes optimal solution with polyno-
mial running time when ideal antenna model is used while the 
BEST-NODES algorithm gives us close to optimal solution with 
inear running time in networks with antenna arrays. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Impact of Interference on 
Opportunistic Routing 
5.1 Introduction 
The analysis in Chapter 3 assumes that the interference pre-
sented at the forwarders from other traffic flows is negligible 
compared with the ambient noise from the surrounding envi-
ronments. As such, our studies mainly focus on lightly loaded 
network only. In this chapter, we study the performance of op-
portunistic routing in moderately to heavily loaded networks. In 
Section 5.2, we extend the formulation in Chapter 3 to capture 
the effect of interference from other traffic sources. Physical in-
terference model instead of protocol interference model is used 
because even if the links are degraded by interference, oppor-
tunistic routing can still utilize them. M A C protocol plays an 
important role when interference is considered. They protect 
simultaneous access of a channel which reduces the interference 
received by a node. W e characterize the gain of opportunis-
tic routing under three scenarios, including no M A C protocol, 
C S M A / C A with RTS/CTS and C S M A / C A without RTS/CTS. 
The details of the M A C protocols will be discussed in Section 
5.3. Finally in Section 5.4, we present the results and the ana-
ysis. 
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5.2 Interference Model 
Following Chapter 3, the network nodes are distributed on a 2D 
plane according to a spatial Poisson process with node density 
A per unit area The source node s broadcasts a packet 
to the destination node d. Define the protection region of 
the source node be the area that no node within this region 
will transmit when the source node transmits any data. Nodes 
which are outside the protection region of s has probability L 
to transmit packets for other transmissions, i.e. L is the loading 
of the network. Assume that nodes cannot send and receive at 
the same time, therefore only non-transmitting nodes can help 
the source node s to relay the packet. 
Let P(r，0,ix) be the successful packet reception probability 
of a node u which is r m away from the transmitter and 9 is 
the angular displacement between the direction pointed by the 
antenna and u observing from s. 
e - 1 ( " 厂 ) ) 2 (5.1) 
=/ — dx 
J 仲ncnse(u) V 271(7X 
PtxG{0) V 
Eqn. (5.1) states that a node is able to decode the packet 
if the received signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) is 
greater than the SINR threshold 少.Pnoise is the sum of the noise 
and interference received by node i. Pnoisei^ 、can be computed 
by Eqn. (5.2). 
Pnoise{u) = noise_amb + ^ I{v) x (5.2) 
veV,vy^s,u 
where I{v) is the indicator function. It is equal to 1 if node 
V transmits a packet and 0 otherwise, noise-amb is the back-
ground noise of the surrounding environment and is constant 
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Figure 5.1: CSMA/CA without RTS/CTS 
for all the nodes in the same network. Pinti^) is the interference 
received at node u due to the simultanous transmissions of the 
neighboring nodes. W e consider the received interference signal 
strength at a particular time instance and assume the receivec 
signal at the receiver from a particular interference source v is 
ognormally distributed with mean Ptx/r{u^ v)^ (assume refer-
ence distance do equals to Im) and variance where r(u,v) is 
the distance between node u and node v. 
5.3 MAC Protocols 
W e consider three cases in our simulations: they are 1) no M A C 
protocol, 2) C S M A / C A without RTS/CTS and 3) C S M A / C A 
with RTS/CTS. For the first case (no M A C protocol), all nodes 
in the network except the source node have probability L to 
transmit packets which belong to other traffic flows. The num-
ber of forwarders thus equal to x (1 — L) where is the 
number of nodes with non-negligible reception rates from the 
source. For C S M A / C A without RTS/CTS, as shown in Fig. 
5.1, all nodes within the carrier sensing range of the source 
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node (e.g. node A and B) will refrain to transmit any pack-
ets for other traffic flows. Other nodes (e.g. node C) which lie 
outside the carrier sensing range of the source have probability 
L to transmit packets for other flows. 
Fig 5.2 shows the nodes within the protection region of the 
source if C S M A / C A with RTS/CTS is used. The RTS/CTS 
mechanism is different for unicast routing and opportunistic 
routing. For unicast routing, the chosen next hop after receiv-
ing the RTS packet from the source, will send out CTS packets 
to prevent simultaneous access of the channel of any node in-
side their carrier sensing ranges. In addition, like the one with-
out RTS/CTS, all nodes inside the carrier sensing range of the 
source node will delay their transmissions for other flows in the 
network. For opportunistic routing, the main difference is that 
all nodes inside the transmission range of the source node, in-
stead of just a single selected next hop forwarder will transmit 
CTS packets to its neighbors to avoid collisions. The protection 
region in the case of opportunistic routing is thus larger than 
the one in unicast routing, especially in dense networks. 
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5.4 Simulation Results and Discussions 
5.4.1 Simulation Setup 
In our simulations, the transmission range and the carrier sens-
ing range is set to 100m and 200m respectively. A node within 
the transmission range of the source node can receive the con-
trol packets, e.g. RTS packets correctly while a node inside the 
carrier sensing range of the source is able to detect the trans-
mission from the source and so as a result it will delay its own 
transmission to avoid collisions. However, they are unable to 
decode the RTS packets from the source. For each scenario, it 
las been simulated for 10000 times to obtain the average. W e 
let 少 二 10, Ptx = O.IH^ a n d noise_amb = 4 x IQ-^^W. 
5.4.2 Baseline Models 
Again, unicast routing is used as the baseline model to compute 
the gain of opportunistic routing under different situations. The 
next-hop is chosen by first assuming that there is no interference 
in the network. Then, the unicast expected progress of each 
node is computed. The node with best unicast expected progress 
is selected as the next-hop forwarder. For opportunistic routing, 
the best node used in unicast routing always has zero loading. 
Therefore, even if the network is fully loaded, there is still at 
.east one forwarder. 
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5.4.3 Results and Analysis 
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Figure 5.3: Expected progress of unicast routing per transmission in low 
density network against loading with A = 1 x a 二 3.5, <7 = 2, 
p = 4x 10-8 and Rmax 二 1000m. 
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Figure 5.4: Expected progress of opportunistic routing per transmission in 
low density network against loading with 入=1 x a = 3.5, cr = 2, 
p = Ax 10-8 and R•工=1000m. 
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Figure 5.5: Gain of opportunistic routing compared with unicast routing in 
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Figure 5.6: Expected progress of unicast routing per transmission in moder-
ate density network against loading with A = 5 x 10—^m—2, a = 3.5, a = 2, 
p 二 4 X 10—8 and Rmax = 1000m. 
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Figure 5.7: Expected progress of opportunistic routing per transmission in 
moderate density network against loading with A = 5 x a = 3.5, 
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Figure 5.8: Gain of opportunistic routing compared with unicast routing in 
moderate density network against loading with A = 5 x a = 3.5, 
a = 2, p = 4 X 10—8 and Rmax = 1000m. 
Expected Progress of Opportunistic Routing Against Loading 
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.7 plots the average progress per transmis-
sion of opportunistic routing against loading for different node 
densities. Results in the two figures show that when the network 
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.oading increases, the performance of opportunistic routing de-
creases exponentially. This is mainly due to the interference 
generated by the neighboring nodes and the reduction of poten-
tial forwarders. As the network loading approaches 1, nearly al . 
of the neighbors of the selected next-hops transmit without any 
backoff. They generate high level of interference and decreases 
the packet reception probabilities of the next-hop forwarders of 
the source. The rate of the decrease of the expected progress is 
faster in network with higher density. Consider Fig. 5.4 anc. 
Fig. 5.7 as an example. When network loading is 0.1, the 
expected progress for network node density is about 14 when 
A = 1 X 10_5?71_2. If the network node density is 5 x 
the expected progress reduces to less than 10. The expectec. 
progress of opportunistic routing decreases more significantly in 
dense network because the increase in interference level causec. 
by larger number of interference sources offsets the increase in 
the number of effective forwarders. 
Effect of MAC Protocols 
When no M A C protocol is used, the average progress of oppor-
tunistic routing drops sharply. The progress drops much slower 
when C S M A / C A is used. Although C S M A / C A fails to pro-
tect distant nodes from being interfered by other transmitting 
sources, it reduces the interference received by nodes near the 
source significantly. A iminber of nodes still achieve reasonably 
high successful reception probabilities. Therefore, even though 
the loading increases, opportunistic routing can still utilize a 
few nodes which are close to the source and exploit their oppor-
tunistic receptions. Without CSMA/CS, all of the nodes receive 
the same level of interference. This seriously degrades the per-
formance of opportunistic routing as even the nodes which are 
closest to the source experience high level of interference. When 
the network loading approaches 1, the expected progress of op-
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portunistic routing reaches zero in the case without any M A C 
protocol. The high level of interference receiving from the sur-
rounding nodes results in the extremely low reception rates at 
the forwarders. On the other hand, with C S M A / C A , the perfor-
mance of opportunistic routing degenerates to unicast routing 
since carrier sensing protects close-ranged nodes among a set of 
forwarders from being interfered. 
RTS/CTS is used together with C S M A / C A to increase area 
of the protection region. It can be observed from Fig. 5.7 that 
the expected progress of opportunistic routing is slightly higher 
than the one without RTS/CTS. RTS/CTS further increases 
the protection region by allowing nodes within the transmission 
range of the source node to broadcast CTS packets. This re-
moves the hidden nodes around the potential forwarders. How-
ever, only nodes which are close enough to the source (i.e. with 
ligh reception rate) can decode the RTS packets from the source. 
In order for RTS/CTS to have significant effect, the node density 
of the network must be high enough such that at least one node is 
inside the transmission range of the source. Otherwise, no node 
can decode the RTS packets correctly and the performance will 
be the same as the case without RTS/CTS as observed in Fig. 
5.4. 
Performance Gain of Opportunistic Routing against Loading 
The performance gain of opportunistic routing in a lightly loadec. 
network (e.g. a single source) is around 2 with C S M A / C A . 
When the network loading increases, the gain decreases grad-
ually until the loading reaches 1. In light traffic networks, the 
distant forwarders are unaffected by the interference from the 
surrounding region. The contributions of those distant nodes ac-
cumulate and result in the high performance gain of opportunis-
tic routing as unicast routing only uses one mid-ranged node as 
next hop forwarder. However, when the network becomes busy, 
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the effect of interference dominates the increase in the number 
of potential next-hops. The interference generated in heavily 
oaded network eliminates the advantages of opportunistic rout-
ing. The reception rate of unprotected distant nodes start to 
drop and eventually reach zero. When network loading is ex-
tremely high, only close-ranged nodes are still able to receive 
the source's packets. In the absence of a large number of long 
range forwarders, opportunistic routing performs the same as 
unicast routing. When the network loading is 1, the gain be-
comes 1 in sparse network as shown in Fig，5.5. 
For the case without C S M A / C A , the gain of opportunistic 
routing first increases then falls back to 1 as the loading increases 
from 0 to 1. At first, the interference level is low, opportunistic 
routing performs much better as it has more than one receiver 
per transmission and is not affected by noise and interference. 
As the network loading increases, the use of numerous nodes 
cannot offset the reduction of the reception probabilities of the 
next-hops. Thus the gain drops to 1. 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
In conclusion, we have conducted a simulation study on the 
effect of interference caused by external traffic on the gain of 
opportunistic routing compared with unicast routing. Results 
show that the expected progress of opportunistic routing de-
creases exponentially as the node density increases in network 
with high density. In sparse networks, the reduction of the ex-
pected progress per transmission is much slower because there 
are a fewer number of interference sources from the surrounc-
ing. Without any M A C protocol, the performance gain of op-
portunistic routing slowly degenerate to 1 as the network load 
approaches 1. On the other hand, with C S M A / C A , even in 
heavily loaded networks, opportunistic routing still has positive 
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gain in dense network. 





The results in Chapter 3 suggests that the actual performance 
gain of opportunistic routing heavily relies on its ability to uti-
ize a large number of distant forwarders. However, as discussec 
in Chapter 2, the tight coordination schemes in existing op-
portunistic routing protocols add constraints to the forward-
ing set selection algorithms which overly restrict the size of the 
forwarding set. As a result, they fail to exploit the full po-
tential of opportunistic routing. In this chapter, we propose 
the Threshold-based Opportunistic Routing Protocol, TORP. 
T O R P applies novel threshold-based forwarding which signifi-
cantly reduces the coordination overheads between the forward-
ing set members. Therefore, T O R P can afford to include a large 
number of long-ranged neighbors in the forwarding set to fully 
exploit the potential of opportunistic routing. W e also provide 
two refinements to TORP, namely, Implicit Acknowledgements 
and Progress Recovery, to further improve the performance of 
opportunistic routing. Results show that average end-to-end de-
lay is reduced at the expense of the increase in total transmission 
counts when compared with the state-of-the-art ExOR protoco.. 
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The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 
6.2 analyzes the limitations of the existing opportunistic routing 
protocols. Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 presents the system mode , 
used and introduces the operating principle of T O R P in high 
level respectively. The details of the protocol are discussed in 
Section 6.5. W e discuss the advantages of T O R P in Section 6.6. 
Section 6.7 introduces the modifications of T O R P . In Scction 
6.8, performance evaluation of T O R P is reported which compare 
T O R P with other state-of-the-art routing protocols. Finally, 
Section 6.9 concludes the major findings of this chapter. 
6.2 Limitations of Existing Opportunistic 
Routing Protocols 
In Section 2.2, we have discussed the major challenges of the 
design of opportunistic routing protocols, including forward-
ing set selection, actual forwarder determination and duplicates 
suppression. W e have also discussed the approaches taken by 
existing opportunistic routing protocols for solving these cha -
lenges. In this section, we will analyze the drawbacks of those 
approaches and specify the differences between existing oppor-
tunistic routing protocols and TORP. 
Forwarding Set Selection Algorithms 
Existing forwarding set selection algorithms are only able to 
select a small amount of potential forwarders because of the 
.imitations in protocols. For examples, E x O R [5] conducts an 
offline simulation before actual data transmission and filters out 
nodes which have less than 10% transmission rates in simulation. 
S O A R [6] limits the node selection to those who are close to the 
unicast shortest path to avoid route diverging. The algorithm 
in [25] and [12] filters out the nodes with lower Expected Trans-
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mission Count (ETX) [26] to the destination than the source 
and iteratively selects the nodes which maintains small Expected 
Anycast Transmission counts (EAX). Thus none of them is able 
to exploit the potential of using those numerous, long-ranged 
wireless links with large forward progress which has been shown 
to play a key role in realizing the performance of opportunistic 
routing. T O R P , on the other hand, does not have any restriction 
on the number of nodes chosen by the algorithm. 
Actual Forwarder Determination Mechanism 
Most of the existing opportunistic routing protocols employ pri-
ority based forwarding (See Section 2.1 for details) during ac-
tual forwarder determination. The selected potential forwarders 
are ranked by a metric which measures their proximity or re-
maining packet delivery “cost” to the destination. For example, 
E x O R [4], [5] and S O A R [6] apply the E T X metric developed 
for shortest path routing. With regards to the inaccuracy of es-
timating node priorities using ETX, [12] developed an algorithm 
and the E A X metric to capture the total number of transmis-
sions needed to deliver a packet to the destination with oppor-
tunistic routing. The potential forwarders transmit ACK/data 
packet in the order of their priorities indicated by the list in the 
packet header. Node will relay a packet if based on the infor-
mation received, it is the highest priority node which receives 
that packet. Such forwarding mechanism ensures that in most 
cases, only the node with the best progress will be the actual 
forwarder. The major weakness of priority-based forwarding is 
that the total time required for all the nodes to send out ACKs 
and data packets grows with the size of the forwarding set. In 
contrast with existing protocols, T O R P eliminates this problem 
which not only reduces the latency before actual data transmis-
sion, but also lifts the constraint on the size of the forwarding 
set. 
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Duplicates Suppression 
To facilitate priority-based forwarding effectively, most existing 
opportunistic routing protocols employ a sequence of acknowl-
edgements [4], [6], [7] or transmission scheduling [5] to ensure 
that the data packets and ACKs are transmitted by nodes in 
the order of their priorities without simultaneous transmissions. 
However, they often require the modifications of M A C protocols 
which increase the implementation complexity. Besides, the co-
ordination overhead also increases with the number of selected, 
potential next-hops. In contrast, the proposed T O R P apply 
none of the above duplicate control algorithms but solely relies 
on a well-designed forwarding set selection algorithm. Though it 
potentially generates more duplicated transmissions, it enables 
the use of a more flexible forwarding set selection algorithm 
which is essential to achieve high progress per transmission. 
6.3 System Model 
Let 1/ be the set of nodes in the network, s and d are the source 
and destination node of the end-to-end flow fs,d respectively. Let 
Pt^j be the packet reception probability from node i to j (i.e. the 
probability to transmit a packet from node i to j successfully). 
W e assume p^ j can be computed by link state probing. W e also 
assume that a node i can exchange control messages with node 
J if and only if p^j > PROB_LIMIT (e.g. 0.1). For a given {s,d) 
pair and an intermediate node i, we define the forwarding set 
be F[s, i, d), the set which contains all of the eligible next-hops 
of node i for a particular flow fs,d' In other words, any node in 
F[s, i, d) will relay a packet transmitted by node i which belongs 
to fs,d and if they can decode it correctly. 
For an intermediate node i handling a packet destined to node 
d, we define the metric Remaining Transmission Counts 
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(RTX) to measure the expected remaining cost for node i to 
successfully deliver the packet to the destination. In particu-
lar, R T X gives the expected "total" number of transmissions 
required by node i and its downstream forwarders to deliver the 
packet to the destination. By “total”，we mean that R T X al-
ready accounts for the expected number of retransmissions due 
to failed receptions at each hop as well as the unnecessary dupli-
cated transmissions generated by multiple next-hop forwarders. 
To be more specific, the Remaining Transmission Counts 
from node i to node d is defined as: 
1 + d) 
RTX{i, d) = (6.1) 
1 — n (P”.(l - Im,d、U)) + (1 - Pij)) 
where V^ C V is the set of the nodes which are able to ex-
change control messages with node i, i.e. the successful packet 
reception probability between node i and any node in V^ is 
greater than PROB丄IMIT. lF(s,i4)[j) is an indicator variable. 
When lF(s,i,d){j) = 1, node j belongs to the forwarding set 
F{s, z, d), i.e. j G F[s,i,d) and will relay any packet received, 
from node i which belongs to fs,d' When lF(s,i,d)U)=〇，node j 
will discard the packet even if it can decode it correctly. 
In Eqn. (6.1), the numerator is 1 (the transmission of node 
i) plus the expected number of transmissions generated by the 
downstream nodes (next-hops of node i) triggered by node z's 
transmission while the denominator accounts for the reliability 
of the transmission: The probability that at least one of the 
nodes in the forwarding set of node i for 几j receives the trans-
mitted packet. Notice that if the size of the forwarding set, i.e. 
2, d)\ is large, the value of the summation term is large. 
But at the same time, the reliability of the node increases. On 
the other hand, using a smaller number of potential forwarders 
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decreases the total number of transmissions generated by each 
node z's transmission, but the reliability is small in the sense that 
it would require node i to retransmit a number of times before 
any one of the downstream nodes relay its packet. Therefore, 
R T X does not strictly increase or decrease with the number of 
potential forwarders in the forwarding set. 
6.4 Operating Principles of TORP 
The high-level operating principles of T O R P are as follows: 
1. For each node, a distributed computation of forwarding 
set is done before the transmission of data packets for 
each (s,d) flow based on the R T X of the downstream for-
warders, the reliability requirement and the distance be-
tween the source node and that node. Based on the com-
puted forwarding set, each node updates and exchanges its 
new R T X with its neighbors which triggers a new round of 
forwarding set computation. The algorithm requires sev-
eral iterations to converge and will continue its execution 
periodically to adapt to the changing wireless conditions. 
The flow of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.1. 
2. For every transmitter, it implicitly encodes the member-
ship information of its forwarding set in the packet header 
by setting a threshold value, namely the forwarding thresh-
old in the header based on the R T X of the nodes in the 
forwarding set. 
3. Whoever receives a packet, it can determine if it belongs to 
the forwarding set of the transmitter by comparing its own 
R T X with the threshold value carried in the packet header. 
Note that in TORP, all members in the forwarding set 
which receive the packet successfully will relay the packet 
without further coordination while in ExOR, usually only 
one of the successful packet receipents in the forwarding 
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Figure 6.1: Computation of RTX and Forwarding Set of a node 
set will transmit the packet by coordinating the receipents. 
E x O R reduces duplicated transmissions at the expense of 
larger coordination overheads between the potential next-
hop forwarders. 
4. After the source node accumulates sufficient amount of 
packets with the same destination, it will begin the trans-
mission process and transmit the packets to its next-hop. 
The potential forwarders relay the packets following the 
protocol discussed above. The relaying process repeats 
and eventually some of the packets in the batch arrive 
at the destination. The destination node delivers an A C K 
which contains the reception status of the destination back 
to the source node using unicast routing. The source node 
then retransmits the unacknowledged packets again until 
90% of a batch is received by the destination node. The 
rest of the packets are delivered to the destination using 
unicast routing. 
The details of the protocol will be discussed in the next sec-
tion. 
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6.5 Protocol Details 
In this section, we present the details of the Threshold-basec. 
Opportunistic Routing Protocol. 
6.5.1 Forwarding Set Computation 
W e propose a new metric Actual Transmission Counts (ATX) 
to facilitate the determination of the best forwarding set among 
the neighbors. The objective of the forwarding set computation 
algorithm is to decide the forwarding set of a node such that its 
A T X is minimizec.. 
Actual Transmission Counts 
Consider an intermediate node i, the A T X from the source node 
s to the destination node d is given by: 
ATX{s,i,d)= 
^ (6 2) 
where past{s^ i) is an estimation of the expected number of 
transmissions needed to deliver a packet from source node s 
to node i. R丄s,d) is the local retransmission probability of 
node i for /s,小 It determines the expected number of times 
that node i retransmits the same packet again without extra 
coordination. Typically Ri{s, d) = 0 unless the probability that 
at least one of the downstream nodes in the forwarding set can 
receive the packet is small. The steps to evaluate Ri(s,d) is 
shown in Algorithm 5. 
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The numerator of Eqn. (6.2) is the sum of three terms. 
past(s, i) measures the number of transmissions required to de-
1 
liver a packet from node s to node i.-————computes the 
expected number of times that node i transmits the packet to its 
neighbors including local retransmissions. The summation term 
evaluates the estimated expected total transmission counts of 
the nodes in the forwarding set of node i which relay the packet 
received from node i, ： 卩”,^ ,——-is the probability 
1 一 (1 
that a node j receives a packet from node i and thus the av-
erage number of transmissions generated by node j for relaying 
, 1 广 . u P 而 、 R T X [],(!、 
noc e I s packet is given by - - — — — — . I n t ie c.e-
l-{l-p^J)R^{s,d) 
. , , - If{sM)U)) + (1 一 — R办,d)) 
nominator, t ie term — 、' /i v m j \ 
1 - (l—p”)Rds,d) 
computes the probability that at a node j does not receive or 
forward the packet sent by node i. Therefore, the denomina-
tor computes the probability that at least one node relays the 
packet received from node i. In other words, the reliability of a 
transmission. 
The main difference between ATX{s, i, d) and RTX{i, d) is 
that RTX{i, d) computes the total number of transmissions from 
node I to destination d for 几小 If none of the eligible receipents 
successfully decodes the packet transmitted by node z, the re-
sponsibility to retransmit the same packet will lie on node i. In 
contrast, ATX{s^ i, d) evaluates the expected total number of 
transmissions required estimated by intermediate node i to 
deliver a packet from the source node to the destination node 
which pass through the intermediate node i using TORP. The 
basic version of TORP does not have any recovery scheme. If 
none of the potential forwarders of node i receives the transmit-
ted packet, it must be retransmitted by the source node again. 
As a result, the progress achieved for delivering the packet from 
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node s to node i will be lost. 
ATX{s, i, d) accounts for this by the term pastes, i) in the 
numerator. Recall that the objective of the forwarding set com-
putation algorithm is to decide a forwarding set such that the 
A T X is minimized. If node i is far away from the source node, 
past[s, i) is large and dominates in the numerator. The penalty 
(progress loss) for failing to deliver the packets successfully from 
node i to its next-hop is large such that node i would prefer the 
selection of a large forwarding set which increases the reliability 
of the transmissions and gives a small value of ATX. On the 
other hand, the summation term dominates in the numerator 
when past[s,i) is small, i.e. node i is close to the source node. 
The key of maintaining a small value of A T X is to restrict the 
selection of next-hops from nodes with small R T X to d. Relia-
bility is less important since even the transmissions have to be 
started over from the source, the penalty is relatively smal... 
Moreover, past{s,i) can be estimated by the shortest path 
cost between s and i using E T X link cost and Pi] can be obtained 
by link state probing. This implies that the algorithm can be 
executed in a distributed manner. 
Details of the Forwarding Set Member Selection Algorithm 
W e present Algorithm 5 to determine the forwarding set F{s, i, d) 
and the local retransmission probability Ri{s, d) in polynomia. 
computation time while maintaining a low value of ATX. 
The idea of the algorithm is to use as many forwarders as 
possible as long as the A T X is not significantly increased due to 
each additional node. While an addition node in the forwarding 
set increases the reliability of the transmissions, it also poten-
tially generates more duplicates. As such, it is not desirable to 
include every node in the forwarding set. Our algorithm com-
putes the forwarding set using a greedy algorithm. As it is more 
desirable to use a distant node j with small RTX{j, d) than 
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Algor i thm 5 comipute - for war d i n g 2 , d) 
1： R^O “ 
2： t—last 一 00 
3： W ^(t) 
4: while TRUE do 
5： next — arg minj,](^\vRTX[j, d) 
6： if next == s then 
7： BREAK 
8： end if 
9： lF{s,i,d){^ ext) — 1 
10： t ^ ATX{s,i,d) 
11： if (t - tdast)/t > TH then 
12： ⑷(next) — 0 
13： BREAK 
14： else 
15： t-last — t 
16： end if 
17： M/ ^ W[j{next} 
18： end while 
19： MIN_R — 0 
20： MIN_TX-COUNT — tjpast 
21： while R< 1 do 
22: R ^ R^O.l 
23： t — ATXI^s,i,d) 
24: if MIN-TX-COUNT > t then 
25： MIN—TX—COUNT — t 
26： MIN-R — R 
27: end if 
28： end while 
29： return F、s,i,d), MIN—R 
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a short-ranged node k with large RTX[k,d), we consider the 
nodes one by one according to their R T X (Line 4 in Algorithm 
5). The algorithm first initializes the forwarding set to the node 
with the smallest R T X to the destination. Since a single node 
cannot guarantee high reliability in transmissions, the A T X of 
this initial forwarding set is large. Subsequence nodes addec. 
to this forwarding set will decrease the A T X substantially. A 
node will be added to the forwarding set if the addition of that 
node does not increase the A T X significantly compared with the 
A T X of the previous forwarding set (Line 9-15 in Algorithm 5). 
The algorithm considers the potential forwarders and adds them 
to the forwarding set one by one until the if-condition in Line 
10 is violated which implies that the current forwarding set is 
sufficient to guarantee large expected progress per transmission. 
Any extra node will produce unncessary duplicates. The algo-
rithm will also terminate when the next node selected is the 
source node (Line 5-7 in Algorithm 5) as it is unreasonable to 
use nodes with R T X greater than the source node. The flow of 
Algorithm 5 is shown in Fig. 6.2. 
If local retransmissions are used in intermediate nodes to im-
prove the reliability of the transmissions, exhaustive searching 
is applied to determine the R^s, d) which produces the smallest 
actual transmission counts from a set of discrete values between 
0 and 1. (Line 16-25 in Algorithm 5). 
6.5.2 Update of Forwarding Set and Remaining Trans-
mission Counts 
When a new forwarding set is computed, the nodes will recom-
pute the estimated R T X of themselves with the newly computed, 
forwarding set (Line 5-10 in Algorithm 6) and exchange them 
with other nodes (Line 3 in Algorithm 6). 
Any update of the R T X from the neighbors of a node wil:. 
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Figure 6.2: The Flow of the Forwarding Selection Algorithm 
Algor i thm 6 compute—all(^s,i,d,V,TH、 
1： RTX_old(i,d) — 1/p^d 
2: while TRUE do 
3： {Exchange RTX(i, d)-old with neighbors} 
4: F[s, i, d), R^ — compute Jorwarding-set(s, i, d) 
5: RTX_new{i, d) — RTX{i, d) 
6： if RTX-new{i, d) == RTX.old{i, d) then 
7： BREAK 
8： else 
9： RTX_old{i, d) — RTX-new{i, d) 
10： end if 
11： end while 
12: return F(s, z, d), RTXjnew(i, d) 
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Figure 6.3: Resultant forwarding set for network with A = 5 x 10—5 and 
network size = 1000m x 2000m 
trigger Algorithm 6 to be executed again to compute a new for-
warding set until a steady state is reached (No change in the 
value of RTX). Note that it is not a must to reach a steady 
state during the course of the transmission. Opportunistic rout-
ing does not rely on a single node and thus a slight change of 
the forwarding set will not affect the forwarding progress signif-
icantly. In addition, the algorithm will also be executed perioc-
ically to react to the changes in link delivery probability caused 
by the changing wireless conditions. 
Fig. 6.3 and 6.4 show the nodes selected by our forwarding 
set selection algorithms, nodes with higher priorities than the 
source node and the unselected nodes in a particular topology. 
It can be observed that our algorithm selects a large number of 
forwarders which have large forwarding progress. At the same 
time, the algorithm controls the number of forwarders to avoid 
unnecessary transmissions by selecting nodes with high contri-
butions onlv. 
\j 
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Figure 6.4: Resultant forwarding set for network with 入 = 1 x 10—4 and 
network size = 1000m x 2000m 
6.5.3 Forwarding Threshold Computation and Details 
of the Packet Forwarding Process 
To lift the constraint on the size of the forwarding set, the for-
warding threshold is used indirectly to realize the forwarding 
set. It is computed by setting the minimum value of the R T X 
among the nodes in the forwarding set. For every packet that is 
to be transmitted, the transmitter places the forwarding thresh-
old in the packet header. A next-hop forwarder which receives 
the packet decides if it forwards the packet or not by comparing 
the value of the forwarding threshold extracted from the packet 
leader and its own R T X to the destination. If the R T X is smaller 
than the forwarding threshold, it will replace the forwarding 
threshold by its own one and transmit the packet independent of 
the reception statuses of other forwarder. Otherwise, the packet 
will be discarded silently. T O R P eliminates the inter-node de-
pendency by employing the above non-priority-based forwarding 
which does not rank the importance of the nodes as long as their 
R T X is smaller than the forwarding threshold. 
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6.5.4 Node State 
The following information is stored and evaluated in each node: 
A forwarding set for each (5, d) pair (end-to-end flow), the R T X 
to the destination nodes and the packet reception probabilities 
to/from all of its direct neighbors. In addition, there is a batch 
map in every node. A batch map is a table which stores the 
current transmission progress of the whole batch. It can avoid 
duplicated transmissions of the same packet. The batch map 
consists of two fields: The IDs of the packets and the mini-
m u m R T X value among all the nodes who have forwarded those 
packets. Furthermore, all nodes contain packet buffers to store 
recently received packets. 
6.5.5 Packet Format 
Each node uses the source and the destination addresses to iden-
tify the end-to-end flow which a packet belongs to. Other extra 
fields contained in the packet headers are packet ID (PKTJD), 
trial number (TRIAL_NUM), batch ID (BATCHJD) and for-
warding threshold. P K T J D is a unique identification of a packet 
in a batch. TRIAL—NUM is the number of times the same packet 
has been transmitted by the source. TRIAL—NUM is needed in 
our protocol because when all copies of a packet are lost in some 
intermediate nodes, the source will be responsible to retransmit 
the packet again. As a result, the batch maps need to be reset. 
If the TRIAL_NUM is greater than the one in the batch map, 
the node will forward the same packet again even if it has re-
ceived the packet in previous round(s). B A T C H J D is used to 
distinguish different batches for the same source and destination 
pair. The forwarding threshold replaces the forwarding list usee, 
in other opportunistic routing protocols. 
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6.5.6 Batched Acknowledgement 
The source node sends out a batch of packets for each end-to-end 
transmission. It accumulates a certain amount of packets, say 
500 with the same destination before the transmission process 
begins. The main advantage of processing the packets in a batch 
is that the destination node can use a single A C K to inform its 
current state to the source node. If batched transmission is not 
used, the overheads of acknowledging the same node are much 
higher as an A C K is needed to notify the reception status of 
each individual packet. Two events trigger the transmission of 
the ACKs: the destination node receives the last packet in the 
batch or the timer has expired. The destination node estimates 
the remaining time required for the source node to transmit the 
whole batch plus the time needed for the last packet to reach 
the destination. This time interval can be estimated by the time 
between two received packets and with the help of the packet 
IDs. The timer is updated every time when the destination node 
receives a packet. Unicast routing is used to deliver the A C K 
packets from the destination to the source node. 
6.6 Advantages of TORP 
Our proposed protocol has three main advantages: 
6.6.1 Distributed Forwarding Set Computation 
In T O R P , nodes compute the remaining transmission counts 
to the destination and the forwarding threshold in a distributed 
manner based on local neighborhood information. A distributed 
approach allows routing decision to react quickly to the changing 
environments. Once the network condition has changed, nodes 
recompute and update the forwarding sets instantly based on 
local information only. The effect of the changes will gradually 
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propagate to the rest of the network. On the other hand, a 
centralized algorithm e.g. in E x O R [5] is impractical because it 
is slow to pass the control messages to the master node, com-
pute the routing decisions and inform the results back to al.. 
participated nodes, especially in a large and high node density 
network. Before the updated information is passed back to the 
nodes, the network condition may have changed already. In ad-
dition, the need of relaying control messages over multiple hops 
has significant impact to the overall network performance. 
6.6.2 Threshold-based Forwarding 
Under the threshold-based forwarding set selection scheme, the 
size of the packet header is fixed as only the forwarding threshold 
instead of the IDs of all nodes in the whole forwarding set is em-
bedded. As a result, the packet header does not grow with the 
number of nodes chosen. In scenarios where only a large number 
of next-hop forwarders with low reception probabilities are avai.-
able, the collaboration of the numerous long-ranged forwarders 
is essential for high performance. In this case, the strength of 
threshold-based forwarding will become apparent. 
In addition to the selection of a large number of long-ranged 
forwarders, it allows the source node to implicitly select for-
warders which have large forwarding progress but are outside 
the effective communication range of the source node. They do 
not need to know the existence of the source node and can relay 
the received packets as long as the forwarding thresholds in the 
packets are larger than their RTX. 
All nodes in the forwarding set can relay the packet as soon as 
they decode the transmitted packet and are independent of the 
reception statuses of other nodes. No coordination like trans-
mission scheduling or multiple acknowledgements is required. A 
direct advantage is that there is no delay and overhead spent 
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in coordinating the next-hop forwarders. Moreover, since nodes 
with R T X greater than the threshold are treated equally, even if 
the priorities of nodes are not designed by accurate information, 
the impact of the performance is relatively insignificant. 
6.6.3 MAC-Independence 
Opportunistic routing protocols such as E x O R [4] require the 
modifications of IEEE 802.11 M A C protocol in order to im-
plement duplicate control algorithms. The modification of ex-
isting M A C protocol increases the implementation complexity 
and causes the loss of some beneficial features, such as spatial 
reuse in IEEE 802.11 M A C protocol. In contrast, our MAC-
independent T O R P can be built on top of 802.11 M A C as nei-
ther transmission scheduling nor multiple ACKs is required. 
This allows further modifications to be added easily. 
6.7 Protocol Extensions 
Three modifications are introduced in this section. The implicity 
A C K and Progress Recovery scheme further improve the perfor-
mance of T O R P at the expense of the increase in overhead. W e 
also suggest a modification of T O R P for large networks. 
6.7.1 Implicit ACK 
For implicit acknowledgement, the batch map of a node is also 
stored in the packet header when that node transmits a data 
packet to its next-hops. As such, nodes can find out the updated 
reception statuses of all packets in a batch by listening to the 
data packets sent by its neighbors. By tracking the reception 
status of a packet, a node can avoid forwarding a packet that 
has already been relayed by other preferred nodes (i.e. those 
with smaller R T X to the destination). 
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This acknowledgement scheme is implicit in the sense that 
no extra transmission is needed. However, the overhead of the 
packet will be increased due to the batch map added to the 
packet header. This scheme is similar to the one in [5] but it 
cannot resolve the contentions caused by simultaneous transmis-
sions as all forwarders now have the same priority. 
6.7.2 Progress Recovery 
From preliminary simulation results, we discover that most of 
the extra transmissions are due to the packet loss in the mid-
way of the end-to-end path. This problem increases the tota. 
transmission counts significantly. In T O R P , intermediate nodes 
will not maintain the reception statuses of a batch and a packet 
has to be restarted from the source node again once all of its 
copies are lost. Therefore, for each packet, if the node with the 
best progress continues the transmission instead of the source 
node, many retransmissions can be saved. 
There are a number of ways to achieve this. For example, 
each node can embed the reception status of a batch in its data 
packets. (It can share the same batch map with implicit ACK.) 
Any other node who receives the data packets can examine the 
reception statuses in the headers and updates its own batch 
map. The information will eventually propagate to other nodes 
in the network during the transmission process. After a round of 
transmissions, a destination A C K will be delivered by the des-
tination node to the source node. Any node hears the A C K will 
retransmit the packets if the batch map indicates that for these 
unacknowledged packets, it is the node with the best progress. 
The main disadvantage of this scheme, same as implicit ACKs 
is the increase in the size of packet header. 
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6.7.3 Modification of TORP for Large Networks 
Simulation results demonstrate that T O R P works well in smaL-
sized and medium-sized networks where the average path length 
to deliver a packet from the source node to the destination node 
using unicast routing is around 15 hops. However, in T O R P , 
the source node is required to retransmit the packets which are 
lost in the intermediate stages. The progress loss is large for 
networks where the end-to-end path length is very long. To 
solve this problem, we can subdivide the transmission process 
in multiple stages and execute T O R P for each stage one by 
one. For example, if the distance between s and d is 3000m, we 
can divide the transmission process into two stages by selecting 
an intermediate node, says x which lies in the middle of the 
path between s and d (around 1500m). Then the source node 
runs T O R P with node x as the destination. After node x have 
received most of the packets in the batch, it runs T O R P with d 
as the destination. 
6.8 Results and Discussions 
6.8.1 Simulation Setup 
In our simulations, we evaluate the performance of the protocols 
in a 2D network where nodes are randomly and uniformly dis-
tributed according to a spatial Poisson process with node density 
入 per unit area [m]). The dimension of the plane is 2t (height) 
xt (width). The source node s and the destination node d are 
placed at two sides of the 2D plane as shown in Fig. 6.4 such 
that the distance between 5 and d: Vsd is t meter. An end-to-end 
flow from s to d with batch size of 500 packets is generated. Re-
sults are generated for different A and Tgd- The performance of 
the routing protocol is evaluated by the average end-to-end de-
lay and the average total transmission count which are defined 
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previously. The simulation environment is dominated by log-
normal shadowing with path-loss exponent a 二 3 and standard 
deviation of the distribution of the received signal a = 2. [23 
6.8.2 Baseline Models 
W e compare the performance of T O R P with two baseline mod-
els in the simulations. The two baseline models are unicast 
routing and ExOR-OPT (a optimistic version of E x O R [5 
with additional assumptions). All of the routing protocols use 
batched transmission to have a fair comparison. 
Unicast Routing 
For unicast routing, the route is computed using Dijkstra short-
est path algorithm with E T X as link metric. The probability to 
deliver a data packet from node i to node j is p”.. W e assume ro-
bust acknowledgement in [5] is used and the batch size is large. 
In robust acknowledgement, for every A C K , it also indicates the 
reception statuses of other packets in the same batch. The A C K 
delivery rate is thus 1 - (1 - A。n where A^j is the A C K deliv-
ery probability between node i and node j and N is the size of a 
batch. Since the A C K delivery rate is close to one for large N, 
we assume Aij equals to 1 in all simulations for all i and j. 
ExOR-OPT 
W e also compare the performance of T O R P with E x O R proto-
col [5]. It is difficult to exactly model ExOR. E x O R does not 
state the forwarding set computation algorithm clearly. Due 
to the use of transmission scheduling and forwarding list in 
the packet header, E x O R can only use a small set of nodes 
as the next-hop forwarders. The paper states that a simula-
tion of E x O R is used to select the nodes which transmit 10% of 
the total transmissions. However, the above algorithm does not 
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work for every scenario. For example, in a dense network, the 
forwarding responsibilities distribute among a large set of nodes 
and thus most of the nodes have forwarding rates less than 10%. 
In this case, the selection rule prunes all the forwarders which 
do not meet this criterion. As a result only very few effective 
forwarders are left and causes a serious degradation of ExOR's 
performance. The above reveals the difficulty to decidc a for-
warding set selection algorithm when it requires the selection of 
a small but effective set of forwarders among a large set of po-
tential candidates. In addition, in ExOR, each node maintains 
a timer to schedule the transmissions in a distributed manner. 
This also increases the complexity of modeling. 
Because of the above limitations, we make three assumptions 
when simulating ExOR. Firstly, we assume that there is perfect 
acknowledgement, i.e. the A C K delivery probability between 
any two nodes is always 1 regardless of the distance between 
them. This is the same as assuming the batch maps of all nodes 
are always up-to-date. Secondly, we assume the schedulers of 
E x O R are perfect, therefore there is no collision or duplicated 
transmissions. Thirdly, we assume that E x O R can use all the 
forwarders in the network without any overhead in packet head-
ers and coordination among them. With the above assumptions, 
the protocol gives an optimistic estimation of the ExOR's per-
formance, and we name this protocol as ExOR-OPT. 
6.8.3 Performance Evaluations and Analysis 
Besides the basic version TORP-BASIC，four variations of 
T O R P are also studied in this section. They further improve 
the performance of T O R P but introduce more overheads and 
add implementation complexity compared with the basic TORP. 
In TORP-RTX (TORP with local retransmissions), each node 
retransmits the received packet with probability R次s,d) to in-
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crease the next-hop reception rates which prevents loss of progress. 
T O R P - A C K adopts implicit acknowledgements. Implicit A C K 
informs nodes in upstream direction and allows them to cance. 
any unnecessary transmissions by themselves. In T O R P - P R 
(TORP with progress recovery), after the destination sends out 
an A C K to inform the reception state of the destination node, 
a progress recovery procedure will be carried out immediately 
such that for all unacknowledged packets, the node with the 
best progress will retransmit them again. In order to have a fair 
comparison with E X O R - O P T , we assume that the coordination 
overheads needed are negligible compared with the data trans-
mission process in the simulations. Finally T O R P - O P T is the 
combined version of T O R P - A C K and TORP-PR. Since implicit 
A C K and progress recovery scheme can share the same imple-
mentation, the amount of overheads in T O R P - O P T is the same 
as T O R P - A C K or TORP-PR. In the simulations, four network 
settings with different network size and node density have been 
studied.. 
Comparison of the variations of TORP 
From Table 6.1，the performance of T O R P - R T X and TORP-
BASIC is observed to be quite similar. The differences are 
within 6%. However, there is a significant difference when the 
network is large but has low node density (A equals to 5 x 
10—5m-2). Table 6.1 shows that T O R P - R T X reduces the aver-
age end-to-end delay by 15% with only 6% increase of the total 
transmissions. In the basic version of T O R P , a single packet 
loss will waste the progress achieved in the past transmissions. 
The above problem is most severe in large and low node density 
networks. T O R P - R T X reduces the impact of this problem by 
setting the retransmission probabilities of nodes closer to the 
destination node to be larger. With local retransmissions, the 
average end-to-end delay is smaller since the probability that 
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the source needs to restart a transmission from the beginning 
decreases. A side effect of this strategy is a slight increase of 
total transmission counts caused by unnecessary local retrans-
missions. 
Results shown in Table 6.1 demonstrates that T O R P - A C K 
can reduce the end-to-end delay by 9 - 22%. In TORP-BASIC, 
there is no coordination between any nodes. Even if a node 
with larger progress has relayed the packet, nodes with smaller 
progress are not informed and they will continue the forward-
ing. Those transmissions are unlikely to reach the destination 
even if all nodes with larger progress have lost the packet be-
cause nodes will not forward the same packet twice. They also 
reduce spatial reuse of the radio channel. T O R P - A C K cancels 
the transmissions of those nodes by piggybacking the reception 
states to the upstream nodes. As a result, the source node can 
start a new round of transmission earlier and the end-to-end de-
lay is smaller. Since our implicit ACKs are different from the 
multiple acknowledgements in [4,12], it cannot cancel simulta-
neous transmissions. As a result, the total transmission counts 
are only slightly reduced. 
T O R P - P R also improves the performance substantially. One 
of the main causes of the large total number of transmissions in 
T O R P and high end-to-end delay is due to the loss of progress 
in the middle of transmissions. With progress recovery scheme, 
the end-to-end delay and the total number of transmission are 
both cut down by 14 — 35% in all simulation cases by avoiding 
the need of restarting the transmission from the source. W e do 
not account for the overheads of progress recovery scheme in 
the simulations. Therefore, it is an optimistic estimation of the 
performance of TORP-PR. 
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Table 6.1: Percentage change of the average end-to-end delay and total trans-
mission counts when compared with TORP-BASIC for r^ d = 500m and 
二 1000m 
Percentage Change (%) with A = 5 x lO'^m^ 
r,d = 500m r^ d = 1000m 
Routing Average Average Average Average 
Protocol End-to-End Total Tx. End-to-End Total Tx. 
Delay Count Delay Count 
TORP-RTX 6.19 -15.26 5.94 
TORP-ACK -12.99 -2.66 -9.32 -2.09 
TORP-PR -23.75 -21.24 一-35.34 -33.29 
TORP-OPT -41.75 -25.81 -50.87 -41.02 
Percentage Change (%) with A = 1 x 10—‘m? 
Tsd = 500m Tsd = 1000m 
Routing Average Average Average Average 
Protocol End-to-End Total Tx. End-to-End Total Tx. 
Delay Count Delay Count 
TORP-RTX 0.00 一 2.28 ^ 4.54 
TORP-ACK -22.20 -5.44 -21.77 -11-66 
TORP-PR -16.51 -14.39 -18.97 -15.84 
TORP-OPT -44.21 -21.23 -47.12 -32.48 ~ 
TORP Vs. Unicast routing 
Next, we study the performance gain of T O R P compared with 
unicast routing. The performance of unicast routing provides a 
lower bound to quantify the performance gain of TORP. The re-
sults are shown in Table 6.2. In all simulation cases, the average 
end-to-end delay of TORP-BASIC is 30 — 53% less than unicast 
routing and the average number of transmission required per 
packet of TORP-BASIC is 3 — 17% less than unicast routing. 
For TORP-OPT, the average end-to-end delay and the average 
number of total transmissions needed are 60 — 75% and 35 — 44% 
less than unicast routing respectively. 
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Table 6.2: Percentage change of the average end-to-end delay and total trans-
mission counts when compared with Unicast Routing 
Percentage Change (%) with A 二 5 x 
Routing Average Average Average Average 
Protocol End-to-End Total Tx. End-to-End Total Tx. 
Delay Count Delay Count 
Tsd = 500m Tsd = 1000m 
TORP-BASIC -30.90 -13.08 -29.58 -2.64 
TORP-OPT -59.74 -35.51 -65.40 -42.57 
Percentage Change (%) with 入二 1 x 
Routing Average Average Average Average 
Protocol End-to-End Total Tx. End-to-End Total Tx. 
Delay Count Delay Count 
Tsd 二 500m Tsd 二 1000m 
TORP-BASIC -41.78 -17.03 -52.76 -17.41 — 
TORP-OPT -67.39 -34.64 -75.02 -44.23 — 
The improvement in end-to-end delay of T O R P compared 
with unicast routing is mainly because of the utilization of long 
ranged forwarders with good progress in opportunistic routing. 
Unicast routing algorithm mainly selects short-ranged nodes 
with high reception rates. Although for each transmission, there 
is a high probability that the next-hop can receive the trans-
mitted packet, it requires substantial transmissions before the 
packet finally arrives at the destination since the progress achieved 
per transmission is small. On the other hand, T O R P can make 
use of the opportunistic receptions of the nodes which are far 
away from the source node. Even though the reception rate of 
each individual node is small, the probability that at least one of 
thern decodes the transmission correctly is considerably higher. 
Therefore, the average end-to-end delay of T O R P is significantly 
ower than unicast routing 
The total number of transmissions which includes retransmis-
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sions and duplicates of T O R P is also less than the case of uni-
cast routing. However it is not as significant as the reduction of 
end-to-end delay. T O R P , especially the basic version introduces 
considerable overhead such as duplicated transmissions and re-
transmissions. This offset the gain brought by opportunistic 
receptions. 
TORP vs. ExOR-OPT 
Next, we compare T O R P with an opportunistic routing proto-
col, ExOR-OPT. To have a fair comparison, we mainly compare 
ExOR-OPT with T O R P - O P T as they have similar assumptions. 
Results in Table 6.3 show that the average total number of trans-
missions of T O R P - O P T is 17 — 34% more than while the end-
to-end delay is 25-40% shorter than ExOR-OPT. The average 
total number of transmissions and end-to-end delay required by 
TORP-BASIC, on the other hand, is 58 — 110% and 14 — 52% 
more than ExOR-OPT respectively. The above results show 
that there is a tradeoff between the total number of transmis-
sions and end-to-end delay. T O R P - O P T reduces the end-to-end 
packet delay at the expense of slightly more transmissions than 
ExOR-OPT. 
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Table 6.3: Percentage change of the average end-to-end delay and total trans-
mission counts when compared with ExOR-OPT 
Percentage Change (%) with A 二 5 x IQ'^rn"^ 
Tsd 二 5QQm rsd 二 1000m 
Routing Average Average Average Average 
Protocol End-to-End Total Tx. End-to-End Total Tx. 
Delay Count Delay Count 
TORP-BASIC 25.649 58.04 109.99 
TORP-OPT -26.81 17.25 -25.39 23.99 
Percentage Change (%) with A= 1 x 10—‘m—� 
Tsd 二 500m rsd = 1000m . 
Routing Average Average Average Average 
Protocol End-to-End Total Tx. End-to-End Total Tx. 
Delay Count Delay Count 
TORP-BASIC 14.29 62.86 — 13.60 98.59 
TORP-OPT -36.01 28.29 -39.93 34.10 
ExOR-OPT employs a priority-based forwarding, and the pri-
orities of nodes play an important role in the overall perfor-
mance. ExOR-OPT ranks the priorities of nodes with the E T X 
to the destination in ascending order. The E T X metric mea-
sures the cost to deliver a packet to the next-hop using unicast 
routing and thus fails to capture the effect of opportunistic re-
ceptions when measuring the remaining number of transmissions 
needed. An incorrect measurement of node priorities will cause 
suboptimal actual forwarder determination and degrade the per-
formance of ExOR-OPT significantly. In reality, the changing 
environment further increases the challenge of determining node 
priorities accurately. 
On the other hand, T O R P - O P T is non-priority-based, an 
inaccurate estimation of the remaining transmission counts of 
nodes does not have serious impact on the end-to-end delay 
performance. As long as the node can successfully decode the 
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Figure 6.5: Percentage decrease of average end-to-end delay and total 
transmission counts of TORP-BASIC compared with Unicast Routing for 
Tsd = 1000m against A 
packet, they have equal priorities to forward that packet. As 
a result, T O R P - O P T is less sensitive to incorrect information. 
Ill addition, T O R P - O P T captures the effect of opportunistic re-
ceptions when evaluating the proximity to the destination in a 
distributed manner. It provides better information for forward-
ing set computation. 
T O R P - O P T has larger total transmission counts than ExOR-
O P T due to simultaneous transmissions. Implicit ACKs and 
progress recovery do not prevent simultaneous transmissions. 
The non-priority nature of T O R P does not allow it to adopt 
multiple acknowledgments or transmission scheduling to sup-
press these duplicates. 
Performance of T O R P against network node density 
From Fig. 6.5, it can be observed that as node density increases, 
both the percentage decreases of average end-to-end delay and 
total transmission counts compared with unicast routing are 
larger. In a dense network, the end-to-end delay is small be-
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Table 6.4: Comparison between Unicast Routing, ExOR-OPT and TORP-
qET 
Protocol I Unicast | ExQR-QPT TORP-QPT 
Average Total Very Large (60- Small (13 — Large 
number of 70% MORE 34% LESS 
Transmissions than TORP) than TORP) 
Average end- Large (35- Large (25- Small 
to-end delay 44% MORE (40% MORE 
than TORP) than TORP) 
Forwarding Set None Centralized Distributed 
Computation 
Coordination Small Large Small 
Overheads 
MAC-independent Yes No Yes 
cause a large number of effective forwarders increases the prob-
ability that the transmitted packet is at least received by one of 
the nodes with good progress. The percentage decrease in to-
tal transmission counts is less significant than end-to-end delay. 
This is due to the fact that while large forwarding set increases 
the reception probabilitiy of a transmission, it also increases 
the number of duplicated transmissions as T O R P does not have 
any inter-nodc coordination. This offset the gain brought by 
high node density. 
Table 6.4 summarizes and compares the performance of TORP-
OPT, ExOR-OPT and unicast routing. 
6.9 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we present a distributed, threshold-based oppor-
tunistic routing protocol which aims to fully realize the potential 
of opportunistic routing. The use of threshold-based forward-
ing allows the transmitters to rely on distant nodes without any 
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explicit coordination and thus favours the selection of a large 
number of forwarders. 
Results demonstrate that the proposed T O R P shows signif-
icant improvement over unicast routing in terms of end-to-end 
delay and total number of transmissions generated. The use 
of distant forwarders without any constraint on the size of the 
forwarding set significantly minimizes the number of transmis-
sions needed before a packet first reached the destination. In 
addition, the simplicity of the protocol makes it extensible. By 
incorporating implicit acknowledgement and progress recovery 
extensions with T O R P , it has smaller expected end-to-end delay 
than the state-of-the-art E x O R protocol. The modified T O R P 
reduces the delay at the expense of a slightly increase in the 
number of duplicated transmissions and retransmissions. Fi-
nally, The efficiency of T O R P against network node density has 
also been studied. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Future Works 
7.1 Conclusion 
Opportunistic routing is a new promising routing scheme which 
exploits the broadcast nature and high network node density in 
multi-hop wireless networks to achieve high throughput. Un-
like unicast routing which preselects a single next-hop, it selects 
multiple next-hops so that any one of the potential forwarders 
can help to relay the packet when they receive the transmission 
successfully. Existing studies mainly focus on the design of op-
portunistic routing protocols and verify the gain of opportunis-
tic routing through simulations and empirical measurements. 
There is a lack of systematic study to characterize the gain of 
opportunistic routing analytically. In the first part of this thesis, 
we derive the average progress per transmission in opportunis-
tic routing analytically. Our model allows one to quantify the 
gain of opportunistic routing under diverse radio propagation 
environments and various network configurations. It allows us 
to identify the scenarios under which the use of opportunistic 
routing is beneficial. It has been discovered that the gain of 
opportunistic routing is significant in environments where the 
packet reception rate falls off with distance slowly, e.g. when 
dominated by lognormal shadowing. 
The analytical results also suggest that directional antenna 
118 
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is potentially useful to further improve the gain of opportunistic 
routing. As a result, we modified the previous model so that 
it can incorporate with any antenna model and analyze the ad-
ditional gain brought by different directional antennas. Results 
show that although the use of opportunistic routing is beneficial 
in environments where the packet reception probability falls off 
slowly with distance, the additional gain brought by directional 
antenna to opportunistic routing is significant in environments 
that the probability falls off sharply with distance. Our studies 
also reveal the importance of choosing antenna parameters like 
beamwidth and direction to the performance. W e also present 
algorithms that optimize several antenna configuration param-
eters. 
W e also explore the impact of interference on the performance 
gain of opportunistic routing. By incorporating the effect of in-
terference to our model, we investigate the behavior of oppor-
tunistic routing with different network loadings through simu-
lations. It is found that opportunistic routing still has positive 
gain even when intra-flow interference is considered when com-
pared with unicast routing. 
Opportunistic routing often faces a number of challenges such 
as duplicated transmissions. Existing protocols solve the chal-
lenges by maintaining tight coordination between the forwarders. 
As such, it is not possible to use a large set of forwarders as the 
amount of overheads increases with the size of the set. However, 
our analytical results reveal that the key in the performance 
gain of opportunistic routing is the use of numerous distant for-
warders with large forward progress. In the second part of the 
thesis, we design a new opportunistic routing protocol based 
on the above observations. The proposed Threshold-based Op-
portunistic Routing Protocol (TORP) allows the use of a large 
set of forwarders. This is achieved by the threshold-based and 
non-priority-based forwarding which eliminate the overhead in 
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packet headers and coordination. T O R P is also distributed and 
MAC-independent. Therefore, it is highly scalable and can be 
easily extended to further improve its performance. Simulation 
results show that T O R P reduces the average end-to-end delay 
at the expense of a slight increase in total transmission counts 
when compared with an optimistic variant of the state-of-the-
art, E x O R protocol.. 
7.2 Future Work 
Performance Analysis of Opportunistic Routing 
In view of this work, one of the possible future work is to study 
the performance of opportunistic routing with more radio prop-
agation models and antenna models. For example, Rician Fad-
ing or dipole antennas. The extension of the study with other 
channel and antenna models allows us to have a deeper under-
standing in the relationship between the efficiency of opportunis-
tic routing, other shadowing/fading environments and antennas 
with different radiation patterns. 
In Chapter 5，we study the performance of opportunistic rout-
ing in networks with different loadings with C S M A / C A only. 
The efficiency of opportunistic routing with other M A C proto-
cols including those specifically designed for the use of oppor-
tunistic routing are not explored. Incorporating those M A C 
protocols in the simulation models not only characterizes the 
performance of these M A C protocols but also shed insights for 
cross layers design of opportunistic routing. 
Design of Opportunistic Routing Protocol 
Some of the opportunistic routing protocols may not work effi-
ciently in network with directional antennas since they cannot 
acknowledge the reception status to other nodes by overhearing. 
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T O R P does not require any coordination between forwarders 
and thus it should work with directional antennas. An exten-
sion of T O R P optimized for networks with directional antennas 
can be further developed. 
Up to now, we study the performance of T O R P in network 
with a single traffic flow. Its performance in multiple flows is not 
verified. Therefore, another possible future work is to analyze 
the efficiency of T O R P in multiple flow scenarios. Furthermore, 
we can also test the performance of T O R P in a real network 
testbed. 
• End of chapter. 
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